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Summary
Adolescence is aphase in human development that is synonymous with change, namely
physical, emotional and cognitive changes. Peer groups stanplaying un important role in
the lives of adolescents. Subsequently peer groups can be considered as a possible
intervention stmtegy to assist adolescents through this period in their lives. A possible
solution to the problems adolescents nrc experiencing could be to train their peers as
counselors. Peer counselors are thus adolescents who have been trained by professionals
with basic counseling skills. namely listening. summarising lind how to do referrals.
Peer counseling systems exist in other countries, with much success. The researcher was
interested to find out what the impact of peer counseling will be in II South African
context, in u specific school. Thus the impact of peer counseling in a specific socio-
economic community was explored. This specific community can be viewed as a
microcosm of the South African community at large,
The research objectives were us follows:
, to explore lind describe the perceptions of adolescents who have been exposed to
peer counseling at their school inGauteng: and
, to describe guidelines for educators who arc implementing peer counseling at a
secondary school in Gautcng.
The data collected from the interviews with the adolescents were used to formulate an
effective peer-counseling programme suited for South African schools. Through this
approach the researcher was able to gain insight into the perceptions of adolescents
regarding peer counseling.
A qualitative research approach helped the researcher to understand and interpret thc
meaning that adolescents give to peer counseling.
II
'111~ information gathered in this study will help determine properties for further research
on peer counseling. Focus group interviews were conducted. This study \\'US descriptive
us it aimed 10 obtain adolescents' perceptions on peer counseling. The researcher
attempted til lind out what adolescents' perceptions are on peer counsel ing byconducting
focus group Interviews.
The participauts were from u homogeneous group in thnt they were nil adolescents who
have been trained as peer counselors, from the same secondary school and had all been
exposed to peer counseling. All particlpants who participated in this study were exposed
to peer counseling, either through tmining us peer counselors or interaction with peer
counselors,
Interviews were conducted with two groups of adolescents who had been trained us peer
counselors. Peer counseling was viewed in n paradoxical way. The major categories and
sub-categories were ns follows:
,. a viewpoint of peer counseling liS a way of caring for and assisting oneself and
others -"making u difference";
, n"stigrnatiscd view" of peer counseling: and
,. a viewpoint that necessary structures should be put III place to support peer
counseling (recommendations/suggest ions).
From the interviews conducted with thc two groups ofpeer counselors. recommendations
were made with relation to improving peer counseling at their school.
CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND ANI) RATIONAL
Somep"lIpl,' (,Ofll" jill" our lives 1/I/IIIJ/lick~,' }:O. SOIll" stuyfor tl whil« and leave
footprint» Oil yourhrarts. Ami \I','tlft' """t'r. ,"','r II/(' same. Unknown (inCanefleld,
Hansen. Hansen & Dunlap. 1999: 154).
1.1.IIACKGROUNI>/INTROI>UCTION
Since the abolishment of apartheid and the evolution of the "new" South Africa. change
has become lin evident feature in the lives of nil South Africans. We have experienced
governmental changes. economic changes. social changes and a change in oureducation
system. Change becomes burdensome if one is consciously aware of it. hence it is
important to cope with change to ensure that one is able to deal with the anxiety and
distress of it. All these changes influence societyat large and the youth in specific,
The people in South A frica go through the same changes as the country. A stage in
human development. which is largely characterised by change. is the phase of
adolescence. Adolescence is a stage in human development spccificalty accompanied by
an increase incognitive skills as well as rapid physical changes (Jones. 1980:5).
When one speaks about youth oradolescents. it is imperative to place them in context of
their family relations. their school environment and their association with their peers.
The following figure of Harris (1995:468) can act asa model to indicate all the important
stakeholders that adolescents interact with on a daily basis. This figure is relevant for this
research because it assists in puning adolescents' interactions with others into
perspective. The researcher will briefly discuss the interaction between adolescents and
these ~ I keholde III o rder 10 establish It i w I ilcs 'cnl viev lit 'ir r ·1IIi II.hip ith
Ihcs • lc ' playe . in th ·i r Iives.
Fi ture 1.1. Ke pi in the lives of .hildrcn
8
1.1.1 \dol
A
nt nd r mil)'
1:4 ) the in r a: in' prev I 'II c op
p r mrs, h vin
rem inine in
lid ' II rm
imp 1~'<1
influ 'n ' h
h I.
hit ' 11 • .j \" Ih , Iheir mmunit
3Lingren (ll)()5: I) mentions the following facts about parents. adolescems and peer
relations:
, During adolescents, parents and adolescents become more physically and
psychologically disumt from each other.
, Increases in family strains (economic pressures, divorce. etc.) have prompted
teenagers todepend moreon peers for emotional support.
, Parent-adolesceut conflict increases between childhood lind early adolescence.
According to Mazrui (1987:21) two broad principles should influence and.inform social
reform in Africa in the coming millennium. One is the imperative of looking inwards
towards the wider humanity; the other is the imperative of looking outward towards the
wider Immunity. The inward imperative requires a more systematic investigation into the
cultural preconditions of the success ofeach project. ofeach piece of legislation. ofeach
system of government. Since the world is becoming a global village Africa and South
Africa cannot just look inward to its own pust. The arrangement with the twenty /irst
century has to include sensitivity to the wider world of the human race as a whole. A
number of stages can be determined in the evolution of the triple heritage if one is to
move toward culturnl synthesis.
African parents (Black. White. Coloured and Indian) need toemancipate themselves from
mental slavery and begin to develop a mindset, which has pride in its cultural heritage. A
heritage that is not Euro-centric, Asiacentric or Afrocentric. Mazrui (1987:44) states that.
instead. it should be a combination of the three. Known to intellectuals like. Ali Mazrui•
.
us the 'triple heritage'.
The role for African parents may be significnnt because the challenge of social and
political innovation far exceed. the technical challenges. hence. they should harness the
social experience and innovation of Afric:m people and align them with successful
management techniques from the W~st and East. According to Mbigi and Maree
(1995:3-4). it requires careful and creative strategic elignment by African parents as
managers of the families. in particular thcir olTspring. They stress that it should not be
imported from the Eas t o r \ est. Instead, il is important for Iric It parent 10 d
me \ e tern n I Ea: t .rn parent I I .hniques. whi h wi ll en bl j fri 'an familie
auain c mp'Ii liv ' pari t . l'o Africunisc ur f mily structure , it ' me. cru ial
unde land whII i. me Ill s 10 be [rican. chiev 'menl. nd u
II.: .hnol J , bUI in ' i II ind piritu II . ph 'r 's ( : ), l'he lurth 'r
mid, ..... if Afri ' I is roinu 10 compete ind win gl bil ly, it \ ill h IV' 10 1m n it.
uth Afri ' I
in I .rms of our ruth?
1.1.2 outh A(r n yo u th
outh was conduc ted in0 nob 'r - ovemb 'r 200I,
(Love Life 's for us, ~oo l : ( » reg ird inu Idol -sccnts ' communication ith their parent.
more than halfof th nn irel spoke 10 Ih .ir par 'nls about their dr 'am. , II ( / AID .
things goin J on in their liv ' S, alcohol and dru zs as wel l as their friend s an l thing the d
together, 0 \ ho ar ' the speaking 10'! Perhaps ur scho>1system pr v id 'S them \ ith th
opp rtunit 10 dis russ tit .ir problems,
Table 1.1 . ommunicatinu \ ith parent: ( ove Life', for u. . 2 I : 16
Communicating with Parent
How ul rly do you 1 Ik 10 your n or dull gu rtf n u '"
Your I nd lh ng you do I
Alcohol nd drug
Th I r goingon In your
24 ' , 1I
25 ' , • I
27' , "
HIVIAIOS Y
YOUt and aapquon•
• • Somlllimll • o 000111 KnowfRotlllod
STo understand the South African society, it is imperative to understand the youth if we
want to selvage them in some way or the other. The South African society is made up of
critical components. namely the African heritage and Ubuntuism, which affect it
adversely and form an integral and inseparable bond with it.
Menaster (1977:233) says that there is a degree of personal isolation and therefore
dependence on social institutions, which is much different from the close-knit
interdependent family that existed in the past. Could the schooling environment act as
this social institution? I think soas children spend most of their timeat school.
1.1.3 Schools and educators
"Wecreate the societies we desire through our schools, but the societies we dream ofand
proclaim as ideal.v. are rarely mirrored in the learning institutions to which we entrust
ourchildren" (Irwin in Bovair & Mcl.aughlin, 1993:97).
The education system in South Africa has also been affected by these changes. With the
implementation of Outcomes Based Education (OBE). we have moved to an education
system, which focuses on outcomes and performance indicators. Class sizes have
increases and because parents did not understand orwere not taught by this system they
have alienated themselves from their children's learning process. Many schools also face
.,
serious behaviour problems and maintaining discipline without corporal punishment has
become a tiresome task for most educators withvery little success. .
Most adolescents spend between six and eight hours a day at school. This is where they
an: exposed to different educators, the school cuniculum and their peers.
Our school system is displaying a frightening reality concerning adolescents regarding
teenage pregnancy, drug abuse and suicide. According to the South African Health
Review (2000: I; 4: S), twenty one per cent (8.8 Million) of young South Africans arc
6adolescents between 10 and 19 years ofage, Thiny five percent of all adolescents would
have: been pregnant or would have had a child by the age of nineteen. The highest
proportions of deaths among young people are seen tobe asa result of injuries. including
all forms of accidents. homicides and suicides. Recent studies indicate that one third of
the young generation will be lost because of drugs. Adolescents a~ experimenting at an
earlier uge than before with drugs, Four years ago. six percent of all school children were
experimenting with drugs by the time the)' reached Grade twelve, Hamman (2002: I)
Ultimately it is not about re:building tribal culture. It is about establishing a selective
culture that recognizes European. Eastern as well us African cultures. and simultaneously
influencing society and speclflcally the youth through schools to become positive
individuuls who would contribute meaningful to schools. communities and society at
large.
1.2 I~ATIONALE
Amidst nil these changes that society encounters it becomes increasingly obvious that
these changes impact significantly on our youth. hence they arc finding it extremely
difficult to cope in our society. This is evident when one considers the high teenage
pregnancy rates, suicide rate, drug abuse and rape cases involving adolescents. not to
mention their poor academic performances. Our youth have serious problems and
ultimately schools are held accountable for most of these problems.
.'
Whatare we at educational facilities doing to alleviate this situation?
• All schools teach a learning programme called Life Orientation. Some of the
skills learnt in this subject should equipt adolescents to make better decisions and
to be in u beuer position to solve their problems. Topics like self-esteem,
communication and listening skills. respect for your selfis but II few of the topics
that should he covered. If these aspects were covered thoroughly why an: yourh
still finding themselves in problematic situations?
7• Some schools make usc: of social workers or psychologists to assist them: mostly
those who can afford to pay for theseservices.
• Selected schools cun financially afford to send educators to be trained as
counselors, Even with these trained educators lit schools there are a vast amount
of adolescents facing problems. II is therefore not possible for these counselors to
reach nil the children who need assistunce.
The question remains: Who do these other adolescents, tum to when faced with
problems? The Imnsition of adolescents from their families to the peer world lind into
adulthood encompasses n mlljor aspect of their soclalization, Grinder (1978:321).
According to a survey done by Love Life sixty live percent of adolescents flrst run to
their friends in limes of trouble (S'camto Prim. 2003:4). At school adolescents spend
most of their day with their peers. One is thus inclined to think that they would tum to
their peers when faced with a problem.
According to Gills (1992:74). as more time is spent at school lind in school activities than
at home. peers and mutual interest groups begin to replace the family in 0 number of
supportive roles. In particular. theadolescent in this stage relies heavily on the peer group
us a sounding board for new ideas and behaviours. Cowie and Wallace (2000:9). confirm
this by stating that young people nrc much more likely to ofTer help to their peers in
distress if there is 0 system within which to operate, Educators we should strive to create
systems in schools which enhance helpful behaviour. In this way we con transform
schools from on organization that is viewed as one that is cold and indifferent toone that
is warm, friendly and emotionally open.
According to Cowie and Wallace (~OOO:9) peer support builds on the resources that
friends spontaneously offer one IInother and it can happen anywhere nnd at nny age
group.
8According to Cowie and Wallace (2000:9) peer support can be: divided into two broad
categories:
Figure 1.1. Categories of peer support
I. Emotional Support
• Befriending
• Mcdiutor/conllict resolution
• Counseling-base approach
2. Education and information giving
• Peer tntoring
• Peer education
- Mentoring
For the purpose of this study it is important to define the concepts under emotional
support.
}o- Befriending
Befriending is usually describes as an approach that builds on the natural helping skills
which children learn through the process of everyday interaction with friends and the
family, (Cowie & Wallace. 2000: 15)
;. Mediator orconflict resolution
Conflict resolution and mediation approaches offer a structured method for empowering
young people themselves to defuse interpersonal disagreements among peer. including
bullying. rodst name-calling. lighting and quarrelling, Cowie & Wallace. 2000: 18).
;. Counseling-based interventions
According 10 Cowie and Wallace (2000: 19) counseling based intervention is more than
befriending and mediation, it is training that is oftencarried out by a qualified counselor
or psychologist. fleer supporter are given a wide mnch of counseling skills and are
provided with supervision busedonnprofessional counseling model,
1.3 l)nOULEM STATEM ENT
As an educator and counselor III my school I find myself assisting only Ihe learners
referred tomy b)' other educators or those who were comfortable enough 10 speak 10 me.
Through Ill)' observation of adolescents I have seen what n tremendous impact their peers
have on them interms of how they ect, dress und behave. Peer groups can beconsidered
as a possible intervention strategy toassist adolescents.
Louw (1995:422) highlights the following us positive influences regarding interaction
and conforming 10 the peer group:
~ Within the peer group the adolescents have the opportunity to learn and
experiment with new roles. which helps him to develop effective social
functioning.
;. It offers opportunity for communication with the opposite sex and for forming
close relationships.
;. The group is a source of sexual information and helps the individual to develop
norms for sexual activity.
;. ldentlflcation with the group facilitates emancipation from the family home.
;. In the group the adolescents can speak freely nbout fears. feelings of confusion,
ideas and dreams, and thus finds release for his emotional tension.
, TIle group offers the adolescent who is experiencing problems in his relalionship
with parents, warm and friendly companionshlp, Ihus providing him with the
feeling ofsecurity, acceptance and understanding.
10
, The group provides the adolescent with behavioural norms tor this transitional
stage. thus he develops a group identity.
,. If the group has a high status. it offers the adolescent the opportunity to share in
itsstatus.
,. The group contributes to the adolescent's formation ofhis ideruity, The members
of the group help the adolescent to resolve the conflicts within himselfand with
others. and the group is 11 source of feedback on his personality traits. his
appearance und behaviour.
, The group offersopportunities for participation in recreational activities.
,. The group is an importantagent for socialisation,
Nevertheless, it does not mean thllt if adolescents prefer the compuny of their peers that
they would ask their peer for advice or thut their peers would be in u position to offer
them sound and constructive advice, Possible solutions to the problems adolescents are
experiencing could be peer counseling.
When trained and supervised individuals offer listening support. alternatives and other a:
verbal lind non-verbal interactions to peer group members. they can be seen as peer
counselors (Coetzee, 1999:31). Peer counseling can be classified as a "paraprofession"
(Ender & Winston. 1984:83). This refers to individual who has not received extensive
professional training but has been selected specifically for u particular programme. These
. individual has been trained by professionals and is provided with ongoing supervision.
Peer counseling systems exist in other countries around the world. with much success.
According to Carr (2003: 1-3). peer counseling is well established internationally and
appears to be having significant impact on the persons involved as well on the broader
community. Different programmes have been established in the United States of
America. Canada. Australia and Thailand. These programmes could serve as II model or
framework that can be implemented in South Africa, obviously comexualising lind
customising it to fit within 0 South African framework from u social, economical.
political and technological perspective.
.'
II
TIle concern regarding peer counseling in a South African context is whether it can be
regarded as a workable intervention strategy to lISSiSI adolescents?
The following research questions can therefore be ge:ne:ml~~:
, Whul are adolescents' perceptions about peer counseling?
, How can guidelines be formulated lor implementing peer counseling at schools?
The inlormation gathered in this study will be used as background information for
implemenling 11 peer counselingsupport programme in1\ specific school in Gauteng.
The aims ofthis research are:
, To explore and describe the perceptions of adolescents who have been exposed
to peer counseling at their school in Gauteng,
;. To describe guidelines for educators who are implementing peer counseling at a
secondary school in Gautcng,
1.5 PARADIGMATIC I)EltSPECiIVE/ASSU1\WTIONS
Dcnzin and Lincoln (1994: t07) describes paradigms as a set of basic beliefs that deals
with ultimates of first principles. lincoln and Guba (1995:15) say that a paradigm is a
worldview, 11 general perspective. 11 way of breaking down the complexity of the real
world. Thus the paradigmatic perspective of this study will be discussed under meta-
theoretical assumptions, theoretical assumptions and methodological assumptions. Whilst
doing this the researcher will constantly bare in mind Ihnt the Dim of this research is to
explore and describe the perceptions of adolescents who have been exposed to peer
counseling at their school in Gautcng.
.:
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I.S.ll\ttta·tbrontltal assumptions
Meta-theoretical assumptions are important beliefs that the researcher has about man, his
environment and the society he lives in. Erikson's theory (Weiten, 2001:460), which
states that the premiere challenge ofadolescents is the struggle to fonn a clear sense of
identity, is the one to be used by the researcher, This struggle that Erikson mentions
involves working out a stable concept or oneselfasa unique individu'al and embracing an
ideology orsystem or values that provides a sense ofdirection.
Theresearcher views adolescents as individuals who when faced with problems will tum
to their peers for support. Constructing an identity involves defining who you are, what
you value, and the directions you choose to pursue in life (Berk, 1989:438).
Peers playa pertinent role in adolescent's lives, thus training them as peercounselors,
will assist to be better equip adolescents to assist each other when asked for advice. It is
possible to train adolescents to be effective peer counselors. When placed in the right .:
environment, with a good support base from educators at a particular school, they can
have a great impact in assisting others.
1.5.2 Throrttleal assumptions
These arc the tentative belief systems of the researcher regarding the usc of peer
counseling asan intervention strategy at school toassist adolescents.
The researcher will make usc: of the theoretical assumptions of Erikson as the basis for
this research. Erikson (Gillis. 1992:70) refers to live stages to the development of
adolescents. For the purpose of this study the researcher in concerned with stagc five.
when: Erikson refers to adolescents os the age group between twelveand Iwenty yean.
Erikson (1963:261) remarks: "AJo/cosccnis Is a f'C'rlod of rapid chan~ - physical.
p',ysln/oglea/, psychnltJgical. and sndal: a lime ",hcon all sameness and contlnlllllC's
rC'liC'd on rar/ltr are mor« fir lcoss qllrstltJnC'J again ".
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According to Erikson (Berk, 1989:438) during this period. what adolescents once took for
granted they now question - through II process of inner soul-searching. they shift through
characteristics that define them with new commitments. Furthermore. adolescents in the
words of Erikson (Gillis. 1992:(9) has the following tosay about adolescenrs:
"In the process of 'finding themselves'. adolescems must establish a sexual, moral,
politlcal and voautonal iclemily Ilwt is retanvely stabl», conslstent and mature. This
Identity ushers In adulthuod as it hrit/Res the RUP between the experiences ofchildhoot!
turdthepersona! Ncwls. values (11,,1 declslons II"'tpermit each YOllnR person 10 ICIke his or
her pl"ce in society"
Adolescents also experiment freely with different roles. attitudes and personalities prior
to making important life decisions(Gillis. 1992:(9).
1.5.2.1. Concept definition
i) Adolescents
Louw (1995:377) defines adolescence asfollows: -:
"Adolescents Is the developmental staKe between childhood and adulthood. The term
"adolescence, " Is derived from the Latin verb adolescere, which means "to growup" or
"to grow 10 adulthood".
. Gillis (1992:70) states that adolescents iscommonly divided into three stages:
, Puberty: Girls: 12years
Boys: 14years
, Mid-adolescents: 14-16 years
, late adolescents: 17 years onwards.
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For the purpose of this study the researcher will be working with adolescents in the mid-
adolescent phase, According to (Gillis, 1992:73) this period isknown as: .. The aOSJo"er
perltHI between chiltlJlOtUl 0",1 tllil/it/wot! ", Gillis continues by stating that this period
coincides with Erikson's moratorium, a time for experimenting with different aspects of
personal development. and acquiring the skills necessary to make the decision leading to
adulthood, As the experimentation is not based on a secure foundation. adolescents
experience feelings of ambivalence and insecurity,
ii)Counseling
TheAmerican Psychological Association's Division ofCounseling Psychology (in Gillis:
1992:2) defines counseling as: "lIdpi"g Imli"itl"als towards overcoming obstacles 10
their personal growth, wherever these may be encountered, and towards the optimal
development oft""'r personal resources ",
iii) Peers group
According to The Oxford Dictionary (1982:756). peer group means those of the same
status as, and associated with, a person,
iv) Mediator
Mediators are trained as facilitators ofthe counseling process usingactive listening skills,
paraphrasing, and eliciting feelings and solutions. Peer mediation. which includes connict
resolution skills. Off\.TS student options where they can learn to value diversity and
resolve differences peacefully (Gilhoolcy & Schcuch,2000:3),
1.5.3 Mrthodoloah:al assumptions
The data collected from the interviews with theadolescents will be used to fonnulate an
effcetive peer.counseling progmmmc suited for South Africon schools. Focus group
.:
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interviews as stated by Morgan (1997:3) serve as the primary means of collecting
qualitative data and this will enable the researcher to explore the experiences of
adolescents as the)' are directly affected by the implementation of a peer counseling
support group. fly using this approach the researcher will beable to gain insight into the
perceptions of adolescents regarding peer counseling. The researcher will brocket her
own experiences in order to understand those of adolescents and educators. This will help
ensure that trustworthiness is adhered to.
1.6. ItESEAltCIl ()ESIGN ANI) l\1ETII()()
In order to achieve the research aim the researcher will make use of a qualitative.
exploratory, descriptive and contextual research design.
1.6.1 Research dC!ll~n
McMillian and Schumacher (1993: 157) refers to research design as a plan for selecting
subjects. research sites and data collection procedures. Aqualitative study explores and
describes phenomena. 111is study isqualitative because itallows the researcher toexplore
the experiences adolescence and educators regarding the workability of implementing a
peer counseling support system at secondary school level. It is also descriptive. as it will
come up with guidelines for selecting adolescents who can be trained as peer counselors
and also practical guidelines on how itcan be fitted into a schooling environment.
1.6.2 Research method
The research will be structured in two phases.
;. The first phase will be to explore and describe adolescent's perceptions
regarding peer counseling in a secondary school inGauteng.
, The second phase entails the description of guidelines for educators that could
be used when implementing a peer-counseling programme at secondary school
-:
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level. During this phase measures to ensure trustworthiness and ethical measures
will be implemented.
1.6.2.1 rhase One: E~vlonUiQn und d~crivJion of udQlescent's percentiQns Niurdina
reer counselins in a secondll(! school inGaulen!:,
In this phase interviews will be conducted with adolescents to explore their experiences
of peer counseling.
i) Data collection
A purposive sample method (Strydom & De Vos, 1998: 198) will be done of adolescents
between the ages of IS to 17 years of age. The notion behind this is because the
researcher wishes to get information from the homogeniuous group of adolescents. The
researcher will make use an in-depih, face-to- face interviewing approach prescribed by.:
DeVos and Fouche, (1998:90) inorder to gatherdata.
ii) Data analysis
Tesch's approach (Creswell, 1994:155) to data analyzing method will be used to reduce
the information into themes or categories. Dataanalysis will bediscussed in chapter 2.
iii) Litcrnture control
The researcher will do 0 literature control (McMillian & Schumacher, 1993:155). The
aim being to build a body of accepted knowledge onthe topic and to enable the reader to
gain further insight from the purposed and results of this study. The literaturecontrol will
also indicate the results of other studies that are closely related to this study (Creswell,
1994:20).
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1.6.2.2 Pha~ two: p~scrintiun of I:uiddin~s thut could ~ ugd by ~du~atoG! \\'h~n
ln1plenwmim: u pec:r-~()unselinl: pr0J;:r.unnw ttt secundaa' school h:vd.
Data collected during this phase will be used to draw up guidelines that could be used
when implementing a peer counseling programme at secondary ~chool level.
i) Ethical measures
Participnnts will know thut they have the choice to participate or refuse to participate.
The informution gathered from the particlpants will be treated us confidential. The
researcher will be open an honest with learners and educators who choose to participate
in this research.
The following ethical measures as stated by Strydom (1998:24) will be taken into
-:
consideration:
,. Respondents will be thoroughly informed beforehand about the potential impact
of the research. They will thus be given an opportunity to withdraw from the
research if they so wish. According to Dane (1990:44). an ethical obligation
rests with the researcher to protect subjects against any fonn of physical
discomfort. which may emerge. within reasonable limits. from the project
research.
,. The participating learners will be informed about the goal of the research.
namely to gather enough information about how feasible it would be to
implement il peer counseling programme at secondary schools. This will enable
them togive consent to participate in the research from an informed position.
,. The researcher will be open and not deliberntely misrepresent fncts about the
research inorder to get learners to participate in the research stud)'.
,. Infonnation obtained from the learners would be held confidential unless
otherwise agreed upon inadvance.
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,. The researcher will remain objective and refrain from making value judgments
with regard tu th~ adolescents.
,. The researcher will communicate tbe results of the study with the adolescents
with the aim to minimize mlsunderstanding
After the completion of the: research interview, the researcher will rectify any
misconceptions. which may have arisen in the minds ofparticlpants. This will bedone by
providing participants with a debriefing session opportunity to work through their
experiences and the: aftermath thereof
ii) Measures to ensure trustworthiness
Guba's mode! to ensure trustworthiness as in Schurink, Schurink & Poggenpoel
(1998:331) and Krefting (1990:215) will be applied. The following four criteria namely.
truth-value, applicability, consistency and neutrality will be applied. For truth-value is
.:
credibility. applicability is transferability: consistency is dependability and for neutrality
is conformability. Thenpplicntion ofthese criteria will be discussed in chapter 2.
1.7 CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS ANI> IU:COMMENI>ATIONS
From the data collection and data analysis. conclusions will be formulated. limitations
and recommendations will be discussed in order to help the school implement and select
learners toparticipate in a peer counseling support programme atschool level.
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1.8 DIVISION OF CIIAPTERS
Thecontent ofthis mini- dissertation will standas follows:
CHAIYfER I: Backaround and rationale.
CHAPTER 1: Resurch dc.lan and method•.
CHAPTER 3: Results and Iltcrature control.
CHAPTER 4: Thls chapter will prcstnt luldellnc. for schools, reflect conclusions,
limitation, recommendations and I summary of the study.
.:
1.9 SUMMARY
Thischapter describes the researcher's ideas. Theaim being to describe all the processes
thatwill take place in this research, The rationale, problem statement, researchobjectives,
paradigmatic perspective, research design and method will be discussed. In chapter two
will give greater attention to theresearch method and design.
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CIIAPTER1
RESEARCII DESIGN AND I\IE11100
Wht"" no plan is laid, ",IIeTt' thetlisposal/if time is slIrrt'mle",,1 merely to 'he chances III
inctdent, ctuu» Il'III.vtJtJII reign. (Victor Hugo in Mc Quirk, 2002:30).
1.1 INTRODUCTION
In chapter one the researcher gave an overview of the study. In this chapter the
objectives, the research design and method will be: discussed. This will help clarify how
the researcher will implement the qualitative research method regarding adolescents'
perceptions onpeercounseling.
The intent of the researcher is to gain insight into what adolescents' perspectives are of
peer counseling systems as a viable means to assist them with their everyday problems.
According to Schurink (1998:241), the qualitative paradigm stems" from an
antipositivistic, interpretative approach, is idiographic, thus holis,tic in nature, and the
main aim is tounderstand social life and the meaning that people attach to everyday life.
The researcher will investigate the views and perceptions of adolescents in order to
explore the practicality of implementing such a programme atsecondary school level.
2.1.1 Thetype of deslln
The various strategies of enquiry used by qualuauve researchers will differ depending on
the: purpose: of the: study. the nature: of the research question; and the skills and resources
available to the: researcher (Morse, 1994:223). Dcnzin and Lincoln (1994:202·208)
mentions phenomenology and ethnomethodology as one of the tools that one can use to
design I qualitati\'e research design. These an: the method that will be used for the
purpose of this research. The phenomenological approach as stated by Creswell
(1994: 12) will enable the researcher toexplore theexperience of adolescents asthey an:
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directly affected by the implementation of a peer counseling support group. The aim of
this approach is to help the researcher to understand and interpret the meaning that
adolescents give to peer counseling. In order to accomplish this the researcher should be
able to enter the subject's life world and place himself in the shoes of the subjects (De
Vos & Fouche, 1998:80).
2.1.2 Chara(lrrlstlcs of a qualllatJvr research preblem
Morse (1994: 120) slates the following as the characteristics of a qualitative research
problem:
a) the concept is "immature" due to a conspicuous lack of theory and previous
research;
b) there is a notion that the available theory may be inaccurate, inappropriate.
incorrect, or bias:
c) aneed exists to explore and describe thephenomena and to develop theory; or
d) the nature of the phenomenon may not besuited toqualitative measures.
.:
Merriam (1998:6-8) further states the following to be characteristics of a qualitative
research design:
a) qualitative researchers are interested in understanding the meaning people have
constructed. that is. how they make senseof their world and the experiences they
have inthe world.
b) the researcher is the primary instrument for data collection and analysis.
c) qualitative research involves fieldwork.
d) qualitative research primarily employs on inductive research strategy.
c) this type of research focuses on process. meaning and understanding, the product
ofqualitativc study is richly descriptive,
A lotof research. implcmentation and evaluation has b«n done in other countries with
rcgard peer counseling. howevernot much has been done inSouth African schools.
Programmes developed and implemented in other countries would not necessarily work
in a South African context, thus making some of the intormation inappropriate. South
African adolescents csn be regarded as unique beenuse of the many different varieties of
languages and cultural difference that they have, These are different to those of the rest of
the world. It is thus important to research and explore the opinions of South African
adolescents concerning the implementation and practicality of a peer-counseling
programme at their school.
2.2 IU~SEAIKIl OlJJECTIVES
The aim of this research is:
, Toexplore and describe the perceptions of adolescents who have been exposed
to peer counseling at their school in Guuteng.
).0 To describe guidelines for educators who nrc implementing peer counseling at a
secondary school in Gautcng.
-:
2.3 RESEARCIlIlESIGN AND METIIOD
A research design can be defined as"views a researcher designs as u blueprint ordetailed
plan for how a research study is to be conducted" according to (Thyer, 1998:123). The
research design and method guiding this study will be: described in this section.
2.3.1 Research Design
For this research aqualitative. exploratory. descriptive and contextual design, which aims
to give insight into adolescent's perceptions on peer counseling, was used.
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2.3.1.1 Qunljlllliv~
According to Denzin and Lincoln (1994:2), qualitative research can be: as u
multiperspectlve approach. different qualitative techniques and data collection methods
are utilised. II aims to describe and make sense of the social interaction in terms of the
meanings thar the subjects attach to it. Aqualitative research approach will be used inthis
study because qualitative research is focus is on the product or outcome (Creswell,
1994: 162). The qualitative research interview aims Ilt obtaining ns many nuanced
descriptions from the different qualiuuive uspects of the interviewee's life world as
possible (Kvale, 1983: 175). It is important for the researcher to establish what
adolescents' perspective nrc on peer counseling, as they are ultimately the ones who
would make use of such 0 support system. According to Schurink (1998:243) the
qualitative research paradigm in its broadest sense refers to research that elicits
participant's account of meaning, experience or perceptions. Descriptive datu are
gathered in the participant's own spoken words. One would thus be: able to identify the
adolescents' beliefs and values about peer counseling in this way.
2.3.1.2 ExplomlorY -:
According 10 Mouton and Marais (1990:43), the goal (objective to us) in exploratory
studies is the exploration of 0 relatively unknown research area. Exploratory studies are a
valuable means 10finding out 'what is happening'; 10 seek new insights; to ask questions
and to assess phenomena in a new light, Robson, (in Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill,
1997:78). This study con be regarded as exploratory as it aims to gain new insights into
what adolescents think about peercounseling. The information gathered in this study will
help determine properties for any further research on peer counseling. Emory and Cooper
(in Saunders et 01., 1997:78) suggest ihe following three ways for conducting exploratory
research:
;. Asearch ofthe litemture:
;. Talking toexpens in the subjects:
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,. Conducting focus group interviews.
These suggestions will be implemented in this research,
The object ofdescriptive research is• to portray an accurate profile or the persons. events
or situations' according to (Robson in Saunders et al., 1997: 79). Qualitative research is
descriptive in that the researcher is interested in process. meaning and understanding
gained through words or pictures (Creswell. 1994: 145), This study is descriptive as it
aims to get adolescents' perceptions on peer counseling. According to Kvale (1983: 175),
the qualitative research interview aims at obtaining uninterpreted descriptions. The
interviewee describes as precisely us possible what he experiences, feels us well as how
he nets. Therefore it is imperative that the researcher has a clear picture of the
phenomena on which he wishes to collect data prior to the collection of the data
(Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill et al, 1997:79). The researcher will therefore facilitate .:
the description ofadolescents' perceptions on peer counseling by applying the principles
of'bracketing' and 'intuiting'.
, Bracketing
Burns and Grove (1987:80) explains that to bracket, the researcher suspends or lays
aside what is known about the experience beingstudied. In this instance the researcher
will get rid ofany preconceived ideas ofadolescents and peer counseling. To the degree
that they are able to brocket their bias. TIle persons arc trusted and more than anyone
else. understands the inner world ofthe patient (Yalom, 1975:5). For the purpose ofthis
study the thempist will be researcher and the patient the participants.
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;. Intuiting
Bums and Grove (1987:80) go on to explaln that bracketing must have taken place before
intuiting can occur. Intuiting is the process of actually "looking at" the phenomenon, 111\:
researcher will focus all her energy and awareness on what the adolescents have to say
about peer counseling. The researcher will be absolutely absorbed and concentrate on
what is being said.
2.3.1.4 ~oD!e:stu~1
The main aim of this study is to get an understanding ofadolescent's perceptionson peer
counseling. II is thus Imperative to ..... study people int"eir habitat or natural .~elllnK In
order to understand the dynamics of/lllmc", meanings ctofflilly CIS posslble .. Schurink
(1998:281). The researcher will be interview participants at their school, us this is their
natural setting.
2,4 RESEAI{CII METIIOI>
The research will be conducted in two phases. Phase one is concerned with the .
exploration of adolescent's perceptions regarding peer counseling. Phase two will
describe guidelines that should be used when implementing a peer counseling programme
at secondary school level.
2.4.1 Phase one: Exploration and description ofadolescent's perceptions regarding
peercounseling in a sccondary school In Gauteng.
The objective of the first phase of the research is to explore and describe adolescent's
perceptions on peer counseling. The researcher aims to gather as much infonnation as
possible from the informants about their perceptions. In order to achieve the above aim of
the researcher, a careful selection of participants will be made by adhering to the
following criteria:
.:
e '
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2.4.1.1 Samnlinl:
According 10 Arkava and Lane (1983:27) a sample implies the elements of the population
considered for actual inclusion in the study. A sample is studied in order to understand
the population from which they come. According to Morse (1.994:228) an informant is
one who has the knowledge and experience the researcher requires. has the ability to
reflect. is articulate. has time to be interviewed. and is willing to participate in the study.
Furthermore adolescents between the ages of IS lind 17 will form part of this sample.
Adolescents at secondary school level will full in this category. In the research the sample
will be drawn from learners at u secondary school in Gauteng furthermore it is assumed
that they will make good informantsas they are trained as peer counselors.
,. Sampling criteria
The following criteria will be adhered to:
• adolescents who have been exposed to peercounseling.
• adolescents between the ages of 1Sand 17years.
• adolescents who attend a secondary school.
• adolescents who have agreed through a written consent to participate in the
research.
• adolescents who have agreed that the focus group interview can be audio-taped
and transcribed.
).0 Sampling method/selection ofparticipants
TIle researcher will attempt to lind out what adolescents' perceptions ore on peer
counseling by conducting focus group interviews. The researcher will make usc of a
-:
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purposive sample method (Strydom & De Vos, 1998:198), According to Pauon
(1990:169) ..... qualitative research requires tlun the data to be collected must be rich in
description of people and places", '111e researcher will thus use purposive sampling
methods by identilying access points and selecting especially informative subjects.
(Schurink, 1998:253).
, Sample size
The researcher will be conducting focus group interviews. The sample size will be
determined by data satunuion. Saturation means that the researcher has done an
exhaustive exploration of whatever phenomenon is being studied (Morse. 1994: 106).
This will beachieved when the researcher notes thatvarious participants ore repenting the
same themes.
2.4.1.2 puta collection
.:
The researcher will use different methods to collect data. such as interviewing.
observation and field notes in order to collect data from the participants. According to
Merriam (1998: 120). the data collection is guided by questions. educated hunches, and
emerging findings.
Interviews will be tape-recorded and behavioural observations from the participants
observed will be written down. According to Patton. ( 1990: 169). .....qualttative research
requires that the dau: be collected must be rich in description ofpeople and places",
, Unstructured interviews
Unstructured interviews are informal and used to explore in-depth a general are in which
the researcher is interested (Saunders etal., 1997:212). According to (Schurink, 1998:30)
the process ofunstructured interviewing could be: divided into live phases namely: -
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i) preparing for the: interview;
ii) becoming acquainted - The initial relationship;
iii) establishing a contractual relationship:
iv) establishing a relationship oftrust and
v) terminating the unstructured interview.
The researcher will prepare for the interview with the adolescents by "bracketing"
(Kvale. 1983:184) all preconceived ideas and notions about adolescents' perceptions of
peer counseling and establishing whether it is a viable intervention strategy. The
interviewer will strive to establish II cordial atmosphere in order to make the adolescents
feel secure and thus free to speak. The contents should remain confidential between the
stakeholders. that is the interviewer nod the interviewee. Ifan interview is to be regarded
as a "contract" between interviewerand interviewee. such u contract should benefit both
parties, (Schurink, 1998:302-303).
There is no pre-determined list of questions to work through in this situation but the
researcher should have a clear idea about what aspects are to be covered. (Saunders etal.,
1997: 121). The benefit for the interviewer in this study would be to obtain reliable data
from the adolescents about their perceptions about peer counseling. The adolescents
would benefit from this study by having an opportunity to contribute through their input
into the development and implementation of a peer counseling programme at their
respective schools that would cater for their needs. A trust relationship will beestablished
when the interviewee feels informed about what the data will be used for and feels that
the interviewer can be trusted. On termination of the interview the interviewee should not
feci abandoned and exposed but instead feel that they have made a meaningful
contribution tothe development of a peer counseling programme for adolescents.
, Basic principles of unstructured interviews
The interviewer will treat the Interviewee with respect and courtesy at nil times
(Schurink, 1998: 305-308). Every person has the need to be: respected by other people.
·f
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interviewee despite their shortcomings and or problems. The researcher will be wary of
becoming emotionally over-involved with the interviewees. The interviewer will
endeavor not to make interviewees feel uncomfortable. The dignity of the interviewee
will be respected, by keeping their identity and information confidential. The interviewer
will not raise false expectations with the interviewees and will treat them with absolute
honesty. The indlvldualisation of every interviewee will berecognised by the interviewee
and beregarded as paramount before the interview commences.
2.4./.2./ Face It)face interviews
Interviewing could be regarded as the universal mode ofsystematic enquiry (Holstein &
Gubrium, 1995:1). An in-depth face-to-face interviewing method (De Vos & Fouche,
1998:90) will be used as a means to qualify as well aswell as quantify the research. This
will assist the researcher to understand how adolescents view peer counseling as an
intervention strategy. In this way the face-to-face interview helps us to understand the
closed world of individuals, families, organisations, institutions and communities
(Schurink, 1998:297). The purpose ofthequalitative strategy is to gather descriptions llf
the life-world of the interviewee. with respect to interpretation of the meaning of the
described phenomena (Kvale, 1983:174). The researcher will pertinent ask questions and
repeat the questions on the issues being discussed if the interviewee docs not understand.
Theobjective is toencourage the participants to elaborate.
The interviewer's contribution to the interview will be limited to an absolute minimum.
The adolescents will be encouraged tospeak freely in order to understand the innermost
feelings, attitude, behaviour and experiences. The in-depth interview can be regarded as
unstructured, because no questions are deliberately formulated; they develop
spontaneously In the course of the interaction between the interviewer and the
interviewee. Denzin (1978:6) states that the: aim of unstructured interviewing is "10
actively enter the worlds of people and to render those worlds understandable from the
standpoint ofa theory that is grounded in bcha\'iours, language, definitions, attitudes and
feelings ofthose studied".
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standpoint ofa theory that is grounded in behaviours, language, definitions. altitudes and
feelings of those studied",
, Pilot study
The pilot study offers the researcher the opportunity of testing the effectiveness of this
sampling frame (Strydom, 1998:184). According to Merriam (1998:75). pilot interviews
are crucial for trying out your questions. It gives the researcher an opportunity to test the
viability of the choice ofquestions.
This approach conforms to the views held by Glesne and Peshkln, (1991 :38). in that he
says: ideally, pilot study participation should be drawn from your target population. A
pilot study was conducted with a grade twelve learner at a secondary school in Gauteng
who was trained as a peer counselor. The researcher met prior to the interview with the
participant. An informal discussion was held in which the aims of the research was
discussed. The participants were reassured about the confidentiality of the interviews, as
well as the freedom the participanthas to withdraw from the study at any given point.:
Glcsne and Peshkin, (1991 :38) states that a pilot study is useful for testing many aspects
of your proposed research. The pilot study prepares the researcher for gathering data
(Glcsne & Peshkin, 1991 :39). From the pilot study the researcher felt that it would be
more beneficial for this study to do focus group interviews with adolescents instead of
doing face-to-face interviews. Therefore this nssumption justifies the invaluable
contribution of the pilot study to the research. because of this experience the researcher
has decided to dofocus group interviews instead of face-to-face interviews.
2.4./.2.2 F(JCII.'i group Interviews
According to Steward and Shamdasani (1990:10) the term 'interviews' signifies the
presence of a trained moderator who could skillfully facilitate the discussion that takes
place between all the members in the group to elicit infonnation on the: desired topic.
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'Focus' implies that the discussion that takes place in the group will be limited to the
specific theme under investigation, Afocus group interview could therefore be described
as a purposive discussion of u specific topic or related topics taking place between eight
to ten individuals with u similar background und common interest (Schurink et 01.,
1998:314). According to Morse (1994:225), focus groups provide insight into beliefs and
altitudes that underlie behavior. As this stud)' is about adolescent's perceptions on peer
counseling, their opinions will be enriched through group interactions.
The perceptions and opinions of the adolescents on peer counseling will be stimulated
through discussion which will consist of verbal and non-verbal communications (Okun,
1997:63). The focus group interviews will be conducted us an open conversation on peer
counseling. All participants ure encouraged to usk questions, make comments as well us
respond to comments by others, The group will comprise of between six and ten
participants Morse (1994:229) recommends that on optimal group sizes vary from live to
twelve participants per session. The participants will be from a homogeneous group in
that they are all adolescents who have been trained us peer counselors. from the same
secondary school and nil have been exposed to peercounseling.
-:
These participants will be selected with the assistance ofthe educator and social worker
who arc in charge ofthe peer-counseling programme at the school.
The following procedures will be followed:
,. interviews will be conducted at the school in a location that is free from outside
distractions.
;. the participants will be seated in acircle. toenable them tosee each other.
;. the participants will be made sware of the fact that the interview will be recorded
prior to the interview.
;. the issue ofconfidentiality will be discussed and the participants themselves will
draw up group rules.
,. the researeher will sum with IU\ o~ning question, in \\hieh the respond(n1s state
their ult( nnd grade,
, this will be ri)lIo\\.:d with an iruruductuf)' question, in \\ hich the topic of th(
discussion will be introduced, lUund)' peer counselinlt. The truflsitional question
would be, \\IUlI is it like to be: an adolescent today? This will serve: us a linkege 10
the key questions. \\'hut is your perception on peer counseling'? Whut t)'~ of
counselor would )'OU .'(c1 most comfortable to nppronch with your problems'? The
ending question will consist of n summery of \\hat has been said, The entire
interview will be ended with n linnl open-ended question. namely; "Is there
nnythinl:l you would like to add before we end",
Although the interviewer's participation in the interview process will be limited. itshould
not preclude her from being able to direct lind control the interview, The following
criteriawould help in this process.
.:
, F"cJllfCIIltJn
Facilitanon involves creating on environment which is conducive to learning,
experimentation. exploration and growth. It actsa means to enable people todiscover
how much knowledge they already have through a process of sharing, giving and
n:ceiving (Rooth, 1995:9),
Rooth (1995:9-4). mentions the following as basic strategies which arc used in
facilitation:
f:ncilitntors M\'C to pa)' Dltention to the time allocations set for the inlen'iew In order
to mAMgC tM time etTccli\'Cly.
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;. EnsurlnJ: anon-threutening environment
In order 10 maintain an atmosphere conducive 10exploration and learning, growth and
experimenrauon, it is imperative lhat the facilitaror be non-threatening. Facihtators
must be: genuine. friendly and humorous and show that they un: human.
The democratic rights must be respected nnd decisions concerning the interview
should be made democrntically. All methods used should be non-sexist. non-racial,
non-violent and non-coercive.
;. EnC(}urclglng reflect/on
Participants should be given opportunity to absorb, consolidate and transform their
experiences ina meaningful way. -:
, Listening skllls
The way you listen. and respond to another person is crucial for building n fulfilling
relationship. It is imperative that the researcher spend time listening for details of
whatis been said (Johnson. 2000: I52).
, QlltstlonlnJ: skill....
Questioning ison imponant skill that can be wed toencourage people to discuss their
ideas and perceptions. An open question will encourage others to answer at greater
length and gh'e mon: detail (Johnson. 2000:225). Open questions will ollow
participants 10detlne and describe: It situation or event (Saunders, Lewis &. Thornhill.
1997:226). Questions need 10 be cleurl)' phrased, so that the participants can
understand them (Saunders elul,. 1997:222).
Communicauon consuuues a Vilul pun of the inlef\'iewin~ process, there would be: no
interview without it. The communlcatlon process in SQCial research can be described
us mutual interaction between ihe interviewer lind the interviewee (Schurink.
1998:309). '111e interviewer will be: aware of her own non-verbal responses us well as
those of the Interviewer. '111e lntervlewer will also luke note of the non-verbal cues
sent outby the interviewees such as gestures, expressions and posture,
, S/I",,,,,,rl:illN
By summarizing, the researcher symhesizes what has been communicnted during the
interview and uses this us a means 10 highlighl the major affective and cognitive
-:
themes (Okun, 1997:76).
, COP/liN with conflict
The imervlew will subtly avoid direct confrontation, should the interviewees show
signsof eggression. The interviewees will be: assured Ihnt the interviewer understands
their aggressive attitude by listening 10 them attentively but remaining cnlm nnd
neutral in ihis situation (Schurink, 1998:309).
Probing isnn open-ended nnempllo obialn more inlormaticn about somelhing (Okun,
1997:75), I)robing quest ions can be: used 10 explore responses, which nn: of
significance 10the research loric.Sounder" et 01.. (1997:226). Probing should nlwl1)'S
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give the interviewees the impression that their responses are rejected because they are
incomplete. No value judgements will be expressed during probing. No positive or
negath'e ft:c:lings will be conveyed through the interviewers behaviour. Open-ended
questions will be asked; the interviewer will 'make use of trucking. clarifications of
what is said and make use of reflective summaries (Sehurink, 1998:310). Probing
responses will help the researcher get a clear. definition of the issue being discussed
(Johnson. 2000:233).
b) Observatton and fidel notes
In the qualitative research the researcher is the primary instrument in datacollection.
In order to do this unbiasi..d the researcher will keep ..... detailed reproductkms of
what occurred" (Schurink, 1998:285). According to Rooth (1995:9). all facilitators
should keep ajournal of their experiences to evaluate and reflect continuously on the
process of facilitation. The same applies to the researcher who cam be regarded 49-:8
facilitator of this research process. The researcher will also keep observational notes
(sec appendix) in order to give an account of what has happened. This written account
of the observation constitutes field notes. which are analogous to the interview
transcript (Merriam. 1998:104). The researcher will use theoretical notes which will
enable the researcher to systematically derive meaning from some or all observation
notes, these notes will be self-conscious. The researcher will also make use of
methodological notes. which will be reminders. instructions and critical comments
about observations noted.
Schurink (1998:285) holds the view that researchers should not rely solely on their
memories regarding observations they make of participants. as it is possible to leave out
vital information. Schurink further slates that field notes are not merely summaries of
events but rather detailed reproductions of what occurred. Furthermore. De Vos
(1998:393) adds that researchers must design a way ofobserving events related to the
phenomenon naturalistically. a method system for disc:o\'ering the extent of the problem
and dc:1c:cting elTc:cts following the intervention.
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Glesne and Peshkin, (1991 :49) are ofthe opinion that the researcher will payattention to
verbal and non-verbal cues sentout by participants, namely voice, tone
gestures and movements. The field notebook or field log is the primary recording tool of
thequalitative researcher.
Schatzman and Stmuss (1973:99·101) has developed a model, which considers all the
prerequisites ofnote tnking. Themodel consists of three elements, namely observational
notes, theoretical notes, methodological notes and personal notes.
i) Observational notes
Observational notes explains what has happened. They describe the events taking place
through watching and listening (Schurink, 1998:285).
ii) Theoretical notes
-:
Theoretical notes are self-conscious, systematic attempts by the researcher to derive
meaning from some or all-observational notes (Schurink, 1998:286).
iii) Methodological notes
These notes are reminders, instructions and critical comments that the researcher makcs
forpersonal consumption, (Schurink, 1998:285).
iv) Personal notes
These notes are about one's own reactions, reflections as well as experiences about the
focus group inten·iews.
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Data analysis involves organizing what you have seen, heard, and read so thut the
researcher can make sense of what you have learned (Olesne & Peshkin, 1999:130),
According to Denzin and Lincoln (1994:229), the analysis of duta begins shortlyafter the
data selection commences and continues during data collection and beyond. In nnalyzing
the dam. the researcher will make use of Tesch's eight steps (Creswell, 1994:155) to
reduce the information into themes and categories, namely "adolescents perceptions on
peer counseling", These eight steps help the researcher to analyse the textual data in a
systematic process. 111e reduction may according to Kvale (1983: 184). be: viewed as
bracketing ("un auemp! to place the common sense and scientific foreknowledge about
the phenomena into parentheses inorder toarrive at the essence of the phenomena.") The
following steps will be followed inorder toanalyse the data:
, The researcher will rend through the interview transcriptions carefully thereafter -;
pick one randomly rend it.
, After reading through individual interviews the researcher will cluster together
similar topics,
, Codes will be: written for each topic.
, Suitable headings for each topic will be: given and the topics will be transformed
into categories.
, Topics that relate to one another ere grouped together.
, The datu that follow under the same topic will be: grouped together (Creswell,
1994:155).
An independent coder who is knowledgeable: in research methodology as well as the
qualitative research process will also follow the same procedure whenanalyzing the datu.
A consensus discussion will be held in order to formulate categories and sub-categories.
Seeappendix for the protocol of the independent coder.
.'
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2.4.1.4 Litemture Contml
The results of the research will be checked against existing literature on the topics
highlighted. Conducting a literature control is of the utmost importance. The main
purpose ofdoing 8 literature review is to show the reader how your study supplements
work that has already been doneon your topic according to (Saunders et al, 1997:375).
Thus he researcher should take into consideration all previous work conducted in the
same field. Le Compt and Preissie (1993:272) refers to literature control as "theoretical
applicetion", They further go on to say that "It involves asyslemalic search for SIIIt/it's or
analytical frame: that .fll the tlala more abstractly or general(v ft. This allows the
researcher to locate the universal implications of the idiosyncratic case.
According to Merriam (1998:55) a literature review is a narrative essay that integrates,
synthesizes. and critiques the important thinking and research of a particular topic thus
the annlysed dnta is compared to the literature to verify the findings. This would
subsequently involve the systematic search for literature that lits the collected data..With
this theresearcher will be able todiscover the universal implications of the findings.
2.5. PHASE TWO: DESCRIPTIONOF GUIDELINES TIIAT COULD BE USED
WilEN IMPLEMENTING APEER-COUNSELING PROGRAMME AT
SECONDARV SCHOOL LEVEL.
The objcctives of phase two are to describe guidelines that secondary schools can usc
when implementing a peer-counseling programme at their respective schools. Afier
analysing the results of Phase One, literature will further be reviewed to formulatc
effective guidelines.
.:
.'
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2.5.1. Mfllurn to ensure trultworthlnfll
Gulla'smodel oftrustworthiness(Schurink et al., 1998:331) would beapplied to enhance
trustworthiness of this research. The four criteria for trustworthiness are iruth-value,
applicability, consistency and neutrality,
2.5.1.1. Inltb·YDlu~ (Crc:slibiliLYl
Credibility refers to the 'truth', 'value' or believability ofthe findings, Morse (1994: 105).
Truth-value asks whether the researcher has established confidence in the truth of the
findings for the subjects and the content in which theresearch was undertaken (Schurink
et al., 1998:331). It establ ishes how confident the researcher is with the truth of the
findings based on the research design, infonnant and context (Kreiling, 1991:215).
Krefiing continues by stating that truth-value is usually obtained from the discovery of
human experiences as they are lived and perceived by informants. In this research human
experience will refer to the adolescents perceptions on the implementation of a peer
counseling support programme at their respective schools. Truth-value is subject
orientated and is ensured by the strategy of credibility to (Krcning, 1991:215). The
objectives of this is to demonstrate that the research was conducted to ensure that the
subjcct was accurately identified and described. It is also credible when it presents such
accurate description or interpretation ofhuman experience that peoplewho also share that
experience would immediately recognise the description (Krcning, 1991:216). Krening
further states that truth-value is a criterion for the evaluation of qualitative research. See
table 2.1. for application tc? this research.
2.5.1.2 Am!ljcabilily (Tmnsfembility)
Applicability refm to the degree to which the findings can be applied to othercontexts
and settings or with other groups thus it is the ability to gencmlisc from the findings to
.:
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larger populations. In the qualitative perspective, applicability refers to how well the
threats to external validity have been managed (KreOing, 1991 :216). The aim of this
research is to get adolescents' perceptions of peercounseling as an effective intervention
strategy. The information gathered would help to develop a peer-counseling programme
for South African secondary schools that would meet the need of adolescents. See table
2.1. for epplication of this research.
The third criterion of trustworthiness considers the consistency of the data, that is,
whether the findings would be consistent if the inquiry were replicated with the same
subjects or in a similar context (Krefling, 1991 :216). It is the extent to which repeated
administration ofa measure will provide the samedata or the extent to which a measure
administered once, but by different people, produce equivalent results (Poggenpoel,
1998:350). According to Krcfiing (1991:216), consistency is defined in terms of
dependability.
2.5.1.4 Neutrality (Coofinnability)
The fourth criterion of trustworthiness is neutrality, which refers to the degree to which
the findings are a function solelyofthe informants and conditions of the research and not
of other biases, motivations and perspectives. Conformability is the strategy used to
ensure neutrality. Conformability means obtaining direct and often repeated affirmation
of what the researcher has heard,Morse (1994: lOS).
Neutrality is acbieved when truth-value and applicability arc established
(Krcfiing.1991:216-217). Adhering to the following criteria attains confonnability inthc
usc of audio-visue! methods of research: confirmability audit, triangulation and
rcnexivity by the researcher using field notes (Schurink etal., 1998:331).
.:
Table 2.1
StrattglM to ensure trustwortblnMI
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SlnttIY Crlltrla ApplkaUoa
Crtdlblllt)' holonllt'd and Wlrlttlfltltl According to Knfiing (1991 :217) lhe ~her Ilffib 10
txpt'rlt'nN- spend anextended amount of time: with theinfonnanls,
thill will allow the l'C1itarther to ebeck penpectivel and
thill will alsoallow theinfonnanrs 10 becomebener
acqUAinted wilh the mean:her. Thillwill alllO help lhe
rtllCan:her discover any hidden faclll from lhe
participanill. The: l'C1itarther will in thill inlilance spend
most or hertime wilh Ihtadolcscentll participalina inlhe
lItudy.
Rt'flt'xMI)' The: restan:henown background. interellisand
perceptions as well ... lhe l'elItan:her'lI interntll inlhe
research process and the l!I!ltSlIment of these innutnces
are known IlIrcnexivily. The: qUAlitalive researcher is
part of thercscarch and not separated from ie. thus
makingthisapproach reflexive. Krening (1991 :218)
slates thaithe researeber isa participant and notmmly
an observerin the resesreh process.Therefore the
researchermu.~t analyse: him or herself within thecontcxt
of the research,
"
TrlllnRullldon Thill strategy isused toenhance the quality Orlhe
research, especially credibility (Krening. 1991:219).
Triangulation orlhe data melhod will be achieved by
conducting intervm wilh Idolescenlll whohave bc:tn
trained III peercounsc:lon u wellas ob!lcrvina them
during the interview session. Adolescents will be
purposively selecled from dirremtlSC:hools, cultunl and
relisioullboc:karoundllio IChieve data lrianaulation.
Thcoreticallrianaulation will be achieved byusi",
r:rikson·'lhcory. DI: VCK (1998:359) mentionll dirrmna
types of triansulalion. The: n:scan:htr "illlChic\'f Ihc:te
types in the: follo\\inS \\1Y,
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"'t",lw, ~h«AlIf' Membtr chedinawill be done by aivina theIdoMnts
an opponunity 10 ~ad Ihrough the transcription oflhe
tape-recorded inltn-ltWi. This wi.1I ~ns~ tNt they have
a chancetoclarify any mi.intc:~tatiom made by the
~an:her.
Pttr ..xlI",lnlldDn AcconiinS 10 KrcRing (1991 :219). peer examinalion
involves the mean:her'. dillCUlUIina the research process
and flodinp with animportial coll~a8~ whohal
experience wilh lhe qualltalive method of mcan:h. Peer
examination "«pt the mean:hcr to be Iklnelt wilh the
lindins,and toanalyse deeper. 'Ibe peer would inc~..'C
credibility of the siudy by checkinS categories thai have
developed outoflhe dallBlIthering.
Inltn"...."nR ,..dnlquts The researeber would enhance credibility byrepealina.
reframing andexpanding the question-OJ. Thert!Itarcher
wouldexplain in congruencies within the research siudy.
In this regard, Iwill explain if what is researebed differs
to what is wrinen (Krc:Ring. 1991 :220).
tfulhDrll)' ofnUllrrhtr Acconling to KreRing(I99I:220) the essenceoflhe
credibility is."ue istheunique authority of then:swc:her,
the "I was~..eltmtnl. Theresearcher becomes the
mea."un:ment tool, tNt is, he will report what hehas
personally invesligattd and not what he ha." heard from
e ' others.The n:stIn:her must be familiar withthe
phenomenon and !he selling understudy. The n:sean:her
must have. strona conteptualand theoretical knowledge
of qualitative data and must be good in invcstigation.
Trandrrablllly Nomlnllttd slImplln,
DtnJt dtscrlptlun
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A key faclor in the transfcmbiliry of data is the
rcpn:scnlativcness of infomlanlS for lhat panicular soup
(Krcfting, 1991 :22\)). The infonnants in Ihis instance will
be Icltrncrs "ho have been trained as peer counselors.
Purposive SAmplin~. Describing the demogrAphics.
A dense descripuon of the research will be: provided b)'
includinK the research desi~n and melhodolog)', a
Direct quote from PAnicipllnls, literature control and data
nnnlysis.
Neulr.llly Conflm"'blllt)' lIudlt
Triangulation
RtfltxMf)'
Lincoln and Gubll (in Kreiling, 1991 :221) identified the
following cotegoriu that can be: used 10 estoblish an audit
trail:
, Raw data; field noles and trenscrlptlons
, Dala reconstruction and synthesis products:
thematic calegories and interpretations,
, Process notes: design
, Strategies, truslwonhiness
, Malerinls related to Intentions and dispositions:
Ileld notes
, Inslrument development information: pilot study
This slmlegy is used toenhance the quality oflhe
research, especially credibility (Krefting. 1991 :219).
Triangulation of the dala method will be achieved by
conducting inlerviews with adolescents who have bern
trained as peer counselors as well as observingthem
during the inlerview session. Adolescentswillbe
purposively selected from different schools, cuhural and
religious backgrounds toachieve data triangulalion.
Theorelicaltrlan~ulation will beachieved by using
Erikson's theory. Dr Vos (1998:359) mentionsdifTerenl
t)pesof trillnllulation. The researcher will achieve these
t)'J'n in the following WI).
The researchm 0\\1\ backaround, Internts and
perceptions aswelles the researcher"s intemu In 1M
mearch process and the assessment of these inOucnces
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~ known III relkllh'ity. Thequalitative mcarcheris
part of the: K'litllth and noc IiCpanned from iI,thus
makina thisal'(ll'OICh renellive. K~ftins (1991:218)
ltates thatthe: mean:her il a panicipent and noc mmly
an observer in the ~rth proceu. 11le~fcn the
~an:hc:r must analyse himor he:o;elfwithin the context
of the ~an:h.
CtHk-rtC'ode- PI'OC"JUrtl A con!lCnSUli dillCuuion with an independent cllternal
coder will be held ancrthe data hallbeen analyitd.
l»fptndlblllly AuJlt trllll GUN (in K~ninll, 1991:221) used the term audillble to
describe the situation in which another ~rther cln
clcarly follow the dc:cislon trail used by the invcstiptor
in the study. 1111. w... done by the help of an independent
coder.
Trlllnlluilldon Thilllltnuegy isused toenhance the quality of the:
researeh,esp«ially credibility (Krefting, 1991:219).
Trianaulation orthe dallmethod will be: achieved by
conductinaintcrviews with adolescents whohave been
trainedas peerC:OUR.sclors .., well .., obsnvina thtm
during the interview session. AdolC5Cents will be
purposively selected from dirre~t schools, cuhurallnd
religiousbackground.. toachieve data triangulation.
Tbeoretical triangulation will be: achieved byusi"
Erik§()n'ltheory. De VOl (1998:359) mentions dilTmnt
~ of triangulation. The: racareher will achieve these
types in the: followina wly.
~" I'xllllflnlldtJn Acconlina \0 Krenina (1991 :219) peer examination
involvesthemcan:hcr', discus'ina the resc:atth proccu
and findinp with In impanial collcaaue whohas
ellpericnc:e with the qualitative method of ~n:h. Peer
examination Lcepe the: rescareher to be honetlwith the
findinp andtoanalyse~. The pcoer would incrwc
credibilityof tht study by checkinaca~ that ha\'C
dc\-elop:doutorthe: data ptherina.
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2.6 ETIIICAL MEASURE
Theethical measures have been discussed in Chapter one. These measures will serve asa
guideline for the researcher and will help prevent the participants being abused by the
researcher.
2.7 SUMMARY
This chapter focuses on the cheracteristics of the qualitative research process that has
been discussed as well as how the researchers uses it to conceptualize adolescents
perceptions on peer counseling. This chapter further serves a guide for the researcher
when conducting the focus group interviews. The researcher will select adolescents
between the ages of ISand 17 from a secondary school in Gauteng to conduct focus
group interviews with. All pllrticipants who participated in this study will have been
exposed to peer counseling either through tmining as peer counselors or interaction with
peercounselors.
..
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CIIAPTER3
DESCRIPTION OF RESUI.TS: CROSS VALIDATION REPORT AND
LITERATURE CONTROL
YOII eire me sanu: today as YO/l 11'1/1 be.' five year» from 110'" except for ","0 things: 'he
pt'oplt· ",I,h whom yOIl assoctate "tIC' the boob yOIl ,,·ud. Charles Jones (in. Me Quirk.
2002:24)
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This research is designed to explore and describe the perceptions of adolescents who
have been trained as peer counseling in a secondary school in Gauteng, The peer-
counseling programme was initiated at this school because one of the learners committed
suicide in the school's boarding house. The school subsequently was of the opinion that
there was a need to place a mechanism inplace to support learners who have problems,
The second phase of the research will provide guidelines for educators, which they could
use when implementing a peer-counseling programme at secondary school level. The
researcher will make use of various literature and resources in order to validate the results
from the data collected.
3.1 DATA ANALYSIS
Interviews were conducted with two groups ofadolescents who have been trained as peer
counselors. They were selected onthe bases that they have exposure and or experience in
peer counseling, thus they are able to contribute a rich description (Patton, 1990:169) of
their"lived experiences" (White& Eplton. 1990:9) to the study at hand.
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Focus group interviews were conducted after school houri. during the leamer's extnl
mural activities. the reason for this was that during this time the peer counselors met
either for training or to plan activities that they arranged for the school. The interviews
took place over a period of two months, this is due to the fllct that there were only two
groups ofadolescents trained at the school as peer counselors.
The researcher was unable to achieve data saturation from interviewing each group once
only. Subsequently the researcher had to re-interview both groups. This was done by
explaining the themes which were identified from the lirsttwo interviews to each group
individually and asking them toelaborate moreon these topics or to odd on nnything thnt
they might have left out. Thus all in all four interviews were conducted with the two
groups ofpeer counselors.
The first focus group consisted of eight participants and the second group of ten
participants. The groups consisted ofgirls and boys mixed between the ages of IS and 17
years. These participants are from an urban school in Gauteng, This school was
previously a private school that specifically catered from learners from 0 disadvantaged
background who could be regarded as above average. The researcher kept field notes,
which would assist in the process of triangulation. The use of field note is described in
more detail inchapter two.
The "open coding method" of Tesch (Creswell, 1994: I55) was used to analyze the data
collected from the interview as discussed in Chapter two.
3.1.1 RESULTS
The interviews were tape recorded and thereafter transcribed. The researcher and an
independent coder analysed the: transcribed data independently. Thereafter, through a
consensus discussion with an independent coder about the: transcribed information. the
data was divided intocategoriesand subcategories.
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3.J DISCUSSION OF ItESULTS: CROSS"AlIUATION IU:I·ORT AND
lITERATUltE CONTROL
3.3.1 MoJor themcs (central stol")'lIne)
Peer counseling is viewed in a paradoxical way, On the one hand it emerged es an
intervention creating hope related to a view thar peer counseling facilitates growth (intra-
and interpersonal) and has the potential to make n difference, On the other hand
however. anegative perception emerged, Peer counseling is viewed as under-utilised due
to factors hindering utilisation thereof such as distrust and stignuuizatlon. See Table 3.1.
for basis ofdiscussion of results.
Table 3.1. An overview of mnJor categorlcs and themes osdescrlbcd by adolescents
nt scCondlll')' school level regarding their perceptions on peer counseling.
Category
3.3.2 A viewpoint of peer counselingasa
way ofcaring for and assisting
yourself andothers -"making a
difference"
Sub-category
3.3.2.1 Adolescents view peer counseling
as a process facilitating growth
(intra- and interpersonal) on
different levels:
. ,.. Friends/peers
,. Community
3.3.2.2 Adolescents view peer counselors
os:
,. Role models
,. "Oeing there for others"
,. "Teenage psychologists"
3.3.3 A "stlgmlltl5~d vlew" of peer
counseling
3.3.4 A viewpoint that necessary
structures should be put in place
with theobjective to support peer
counscllng through
recommendations nnd
suggcstlons.
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3.3.3.1 Adolescents view peer counseling
asnot being fully utilised due to the
following factors hindering the
utilisation thereof:
,. Lack of trust
,. Peer counseling being n foreign or
new concept
, Negative attitude towards peer
counselors
,. Inadequate skillsof peer counselors
, Peer counselors experience
emotional discomfort reflected by
feelings of helplessness. insecurity.
fear of failure and disappointment.
3.3.4.1 Adolescents recommend the
following practices to improve the
utilisation of peer counseling:
,. Adequate ongoing trnining
(Workshop)
., Increosing peer counselors visibility
ond availability. as well as creating
an realistic view
., Obtaining support from all role
players and inviting 011 stakeholders
toparticipate
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This research isstructured in twophases:
,. 111e first phase will be to explore and describe adolescent's perceptions re~arding
peer counseling in a secondary school in Gauteng,
,. TIle second phase entails the description of guidelines for educators that could be
used when implementing a peer-counseling programme ot secondary school level.
3.3.2 Phase One: Expleruuen and description of adolescents' perceptions regarding
peer counseling In altcontlury school InGauteng.
The following infonnation that was gathered from the participants refers to whal their
perceptions ore about peer counseling.
3.3.2.1 Calegory I: A viewpoint ofpeer counseling 115 a way of curing for and
assisting younelf and others -"mllklng II difference"
Peer counseling training programmes arc viewed as beneficial in assisting peer
counselors to look at the world in a more integrated way through learning more about
themselves and the community they live in. According 10 the interviewees: "When you
actually look... you get to learn a lot ofdifferent things, "how yourself .;" According to
the peer counselors. peer counseling gives them an opportunity to assist others and
through that they improve themselves and in t~is way they are able to make a difference
in the lives of their peers. "/ think by Ire/ping someone else you boost your own self
esteem ... "
This way of assisting others and themselves is further reflected in th~ following
statements that the interviewees have made. "Peer counseling Is a learning
experience...a "'ely Ihal you can help e,tlrer.r.,. " and "... )'fJII arc helping your,'ie/f and
others. " One peer counselors goes on to say lhat: ..... Ifound 011I what kind ofpenon I
rcelll)' emr.. "111US peercounselinghas assisted the peer counselors in self-discovery.
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Muuss (1990:8) echoes this view by stDting that by being useful to others, adolescents
canbuild a more durable basis for sdf-esteem.
The value of peer counseling relates to the attitude ofthe peer counselor, "Thai )'011 are
0" '''t' Jame level. 111111 )'011 110"': an IIIltlerslatltli"g ancl o""e ,"ey know who.1'011 are, ami
what ytlll are all about, '''(~'' can open lip and talk10YOII". According to McCandless and
Coop, (1979:27S), adolescents relationships help build models for the youth in search of
hisor her identity. This reiterates what the peercounselors are saying with regard to how
much their tmining has helped them to discover more about themselves as well as how
their interaction with their peen exposed them to what skills they possess or need to
develop in order to be effective aspeer counselors. This view is substantiated by (Cowie
& Wallece. 2000: 159), who conducted interviews with nine schools in the United
Kingdom where he implemented a peer support programme. This view is amplified by
these interviews, for the mnjorit)' of the peer helpers reported that there were grent
personal benefits for them through their involvement in this programme. Some of the
benefits that they reported was an increase in self-confidence, a sense of responsibility
anda belief that they were contributing positively to the life ofthe school community.
3.3.2.I.a AdQlescents vicw peercouoselinK os a process facililatinK Krowth (jotm- and
inlemersQnaD on din-emll levels:
i) Friends/peers
Peer counselors view peer counseling asa way ofbcing there for their friends, "Ilhollghl
'hal U'I/I hea greal ",a)' ofhoU' 10 educat« YOllrself on how 10 help your friends". Peer
counselors' view of friends is, ..... your friend is Ihe penon yOIl 1"1$1.·.. They have
indicated that: ..... 01 tlmes YOII find that students jllsl nffll a friend ... ", they see
themselves lIS that friend.
Ooleman (1995:243) holds the view that children learn social skills in their peer relations
thuspeer counselors can be viewed as"kids" that assist others in de\'cloping their social
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skills in terms of fomling friendships with each other. This view of friendship is further
supported by Yalom (1975:29), who stales: "a !m:(.' tnteractiv« grollp, with lew
structural reurictions. will, In time, de"elop 111ft) sodal microcosm of the participant
members ", Peer counselors can be regarded as an interactive group thai can be freely
used byany learner at the school who chooses 10.
ii)Community
The peer counselors have identified being there for their friends as a way of assisting the
broader communlty when they say, "/1111 I t1link b)' helping myfriends I am hdplng the
broader communlty.: "
They also view peer counseling in terms of: "helping the community directly, iflt helps
)'011, It will help (1IIrfriends ... " Thus is should be seen as a process of helping yourself
first, thereafter your friends and later the broader community.
They realise that the effect of peer counseling is limited: "YOII call 't go 0111 andsa,'c the
whole world, )'tJ1I call sa,'c a few people... ", which shows that they have a realistic view
about what isachievable as peercounselors.
Tanaka and Reid (1997:30) stale thai in addition to helping individual sludents peer
helpers- as leaders and influential nudents can improve the school climate, contributing
to its health and security in several ways. This canberegarded as one of the aims ofpeer
counseling.
3.3.2.2.b AdQlgcmts view pm counselQrs IS;
i) Role models
In order to make a difference in Iheir school community~ counselors feel that they
should IIct IS role models to the rest ofthe school. The manner in which they present
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themselves willllSsists in building atrusting relationship with theirpeers: "... we haw10
present ourselves in 11,t' best manner.../1 depends onYOllr Imagt'. YOII must be "el)' self-
aware" .The value of peer counseling is related to the altitude of the peer counselor:
" ...Ihalyml can 1I",'e cllllllltlerslamJing... and sheopens lip... "
They view their image as crucial to making peercounseling asuccessful intervention
stmtegy: "Ilhink IlItII "'t' as pt'ercounselors .'1ht)fllt' he ,-Igilanll" II,e way wecarry
ourselves.: "
According to Muuss (1990:8), the peer leaders aretmined by experienced personnel to
guide junior-high school students in working out stmtegies for resisting destructive social
pressure. In this instance "destructive social pressure" can be viewed as any activity that
will allow students to develop negative perceptions ofthe peer counselors.
ii)"Being there for others"
Thepeer counselors see themselves as "...being there for others ... ft. They feel that a peer
counselor is there to ofTer: "...ancar to listen 10 so )'011 do not need a best frlcnd. "In the
views of the peer counselors, by listening: ..... 10 the person and give them some
auentton. It Is going 10 help Ihem In their life In some lI'ay. " They also sec themselves as:
"... problem solvers ... ft. One particular promising intervention strategy centers on peer-
mediated approaches. Small groups of adorescents can come to understand essential
features of human biology and behaviour, namely how to communicate on vital but
touchy subjects, and how to understand crucial evidence of the relationship between
high-risk behaviour and disease and disability. (Muuss, 1990:8) holds thc opinion that
thiscounseling tends to be helpful both to thosewho give itand to those whoreceive it.
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iii) "Teenage psychologists"
Peer counselors viewed themselves as "teenage psychologists" this is derived from the
following statement made by one ofthe peer counselors: "l though! peer counselonare
like Ifenagt'rs p.rydlOlogls ts ... yOIl are therem,d people approtld, YOII ... ..
11 is not the sheer process of ventilation that is important, it is not only the discovery of
others' problems similar to our own and the ensuing disconfirmotion of our wretched
uniqueness that is important; it is the affective sharing ofone's inner world and then the
acceptance by others that seems of paramount importance (Yalom, 1975:47), This
statement made by Valom (1975:47) emphasizes how much more depth groupcounseling
or interactions hold. The some would apply to peer counseling. The peer counselors have
realised that they arc not "teenage psychologist" but instead peer counseling has given
them an opportunity to learn more about themselves and in that way they are able to
assist their school community.
3.3.3 Cattl0ry2: A "sallm.Und view" of peercounseling
A stigmatised view of peer counseling causes those who ask for support or assistance
from the peer counselors to hold the view too. "I think tha: they how! this sligmatized
"iewa/peer counselors .•.people have thi., stigma abo'" counseling." This view iscritical
for itcan be linked to the lack of trust that adolescents have in peercounseling.
3.3.3.1 Adolescents view pm couDselins ps not beiDK fully utilized relpted to factors
bindcrins the utilizationthqc:of:
The participants arc of the opinion that peercounseling is not being fully utilised at their
school due to the following focton,
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il Lack oftrust
Oneof the greatest problems affecting peercounseling is the fact tlult the peercounselors
are not trusted by their peer: "Trust isthe main 11IIng... they '/Ifeel threatened, like maybe
you'l! goandtell someone else." This view is supported by Goleman, (1995: 123) who
states that because of the danger of being told, either explicitly or implicitly, "We hate
you", all children are understandably cautious on the threshold of approaching Dgroup.
This is the same concern that learners ot this school are faced with when considering
approaching the peer counselors, especially as this particular school is a smoll one. Peer
counselors ore not trusted because: .. ...the negatlv« Ihing Ihat most, like same atlo/es"cIIIS
willprtJhah(,· lI'iII feel, you want tobe a peer counselor 10 hear everyone 's buslnes« II and
.....Ihcy \l'on 'I trust that a personofmy age couldaCI/la/(v hdpthem. ..
Furthermore they continue by stating that: .....peoples biggest fear is being jlltlgcel." This
can be linked to the stigmatized view of peer counselor being viewed as "teenage
psychologists",
According to McCandless and Coop (1979:264,265) youths rejected by groups they want
to join may undergo a crisis, this is because peer groups provide their members with a
social life, those rejected will be denied not only support but also the day-to-day social
contact of their peers. Harris (1995:463) supports this view for he states: "if one group
rejects a youth, other groups may not want to have such an undesirable." Members of a
group prefer their own group to other groups. This is relevant and prevalent to this
particular school because it is a small school and ..... C"cr)'one knows everyon«.." The
experiences of the peer counselors iIIustmte that experience is a plus, but t!'\lstworthiness
can be even more important. AcconJing to Priester and Petty (in Weitcn, 2001:673).
many people tend to accept messages from a trustworthy source with little scrutiny. The
peer counselors stipulated that they have not yet attained this level in peer counseling at
theirschool.
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ii) fleer counseling being a foreign ornew concept
'111e interviewees had the following to say:
, Peer counseling is viewed as: ....,(I really neU' eoncep; peer counseling and a 101
ofpeople (Ire really not use to It (lml they ,Ion 'I know 11'//(/110 expect. ..
,. Due to the fact that: "; , peer ,'olln.\'ellng Is a new concept 'II IhI.., .'Idwol..,fhe
whole schoo! Ingenerul is ,'ery /gnor,mlltJ""",/.'I peer ,'mm.felln):. II
,. Coupled to this being a new concept ut thisschool, peer counseling is
accompanied by: " .., mispercqnlons about wttut perr counseling Is",
, One interviewee stated that: "One student (lcfllally said that no mailer ",h,,'
happens, I don 'I have a psychologlca! problem, I don 'f need a person myage ItJ
tell me "'hell 10 do with my life, II Thus the perception created is that peer
counseling is being stereotyped: "..,because )'0/1 go 10 a therapis' .., YO/l are
crazy...a psycho.., II Thus people who make use of the peer counselors will be
perceived as "crazy". This further reinforces the view that a certain stigma is
attached to peercounseling,
Snyder, Hill and Derksen tin Parham & Tinsley, 1980:5 I) suggests the possibility that
potential clients fear being seen in the physical proximity of a university counseling
facility because of the possible stigma of being identified as emotionally unstable, The
.
last thing an adolescent wonts is to be labeled as "crazy", As this is a stage in
development that the adolescent's body image is linked to his self-esteem and also
determined by his experience of how other people perceive him according to (Padin.
Lerner and Spiro in Louw, 1995:387), Due to the fact that peer counseling is
accompanied with a stigmatized view and being a new concept at this particularschool.
adolescents are finding it difficult tomake usc: of it,
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iii) Negative anuude towards peer counselors
Linked to peer counseling being II new concept it is accompanied with 8 lot of negative
perceptions by adolescents: "I Ihink that a 101 0/ slmlenl! don't take thts whole peel'
c:mm.feling IlIing serious... this ",hole Ihing Is baslca/~.' jllsl Q Jokl!. Nothing has been
taken s('rItJII.f~." "
..We area\'tliling ourselves 10 II/('m II. Ihcy tit",'t kna« how pm/c.ult",alt"', Is,.." and
because ofthis they are not making use of this service provided by the peer counselors.
These negative perceptions do not only come from the learners but also the entire school
community according to the interviewees who stated: ..... headmaster and slaffshollld
takeus more seriously... ..
The peer counselors feel that ..... what makes our job as peer counselors ''CI)' difficlIll
because yOIl gel people that aCllla/~.·, there is a whole 101 of mob psychology and tbe
people II'ho instigate are, lets do Ihis, lets bring them down, lI'iII bring them down ... "
This viewpoint expressed by the peer counselors is reinforced by Rosenbaun, (1994:6)
when he states that adolescents need to experience a non-judgmental culture where they
can freely express and experiment with the process of self-differentiation. This
environment seems no to be non-judgemental. According to Jones. (1980: IS). peer
interaction isdiscouraged at schools and instead learners are asked to competewith their
peerrather than working together. This contributes tothe negative perceptionspeers have
about each other. They don't seethemselves in a position tobe then: to assist and support
each other.
iv) Inadequate skills of peer counselors
Thepeer counselors arc of theopinion that the skills that they haveacquired has not been
adequate in order to be effective in their tasks as peer counselors: "I'd ftt! mC)n!
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"tml{tmable ifl l/tltl proper training...moretraining.;."The peer counselors also feel that
they: ... don': know IwU' ttl approach them .•. " them referring to their fellow mates, this
re-emphases the fact that more training is required for the peer counselors. Coetzee
(1999:41) says thut one of the skills that peer counselors should acquire is active listening
skills, which in tum will promote the development of empathy and trust amongst the
peers. Due to the lack of trust from their peers, one is inclined to think that these peer
counselors still need to develop more skills.
v) Peer counselors experience emotional discomfort reflected by feelings of
helplessness, insecurity, fear of failure & disappointment
These learners have volunteered to be peer counselors with the expectation of
.....helping..." their peers but because of the lack of trust their services have not been
used bytheir peers and this causes a feeling of helplessness, insecurity, fear of failure and
disappoi~tment on the side of the peer counselors. "Jjllst don't sec anyone making lise of
tire peer counseling in this school. II The peer counselors are afraid that if they try to
approach learners at the school tooffer assistance that: II ••• they '/I just push measide...",
These peer counselors are experiencing a loss of hope and fear failure and
disappointment.
It is important to the peer counselors that they feel worthwhile and needed, this is
expressed clearly when they say: ..... theyare notfinding it easyto approach us, though
we are trying our best to break the icc... .. Muuss (1990:8) supports this view by stating
that thelong-term effects of peer counseling may be more important for the peer leaders
than the youngsters counseled. All people experience a need to be seen as valued and
liked by other (Jones, 1980:5) and peer counselors are no exception. Erikson (in Jones,
1980:5) states that the major developmental task of late adolescence centres around
cstablishing mutual satisfying personal relationships. This has not been the case with
these peer counselors and the learners at this particular school.
S9
Externalizing of the problem enables the problem to become D separate entity and thus
external to the person or relationship that was ascribed as the problem. (White & Epston.
1990:38). The peer counselors are feeling disappointed. insecure and helpless because no
one is making use of their services. They should learn to externalize the problem in order
to alleviate these feelings. The problem is that their peers do not trust them and this in
tum makes them feel incompetent.
3.3.4. PhaltTwo: Description ofIluldelln" that could be used by educators whfn
ImplementlnR a peer-counsellnR prollrammeat secondary sehoet levet,
3.3.4.1 ~"lf&QrL1LA"yI,cWP9J{lUh"LJlc~_~Sl\ruJLlltlllnuhoYJ~-PJttfIlPl~
lDPPJlJ1P.cu counullnl (ucommcndatlon,I'UI&e'lfonJ)
Peer counselors recommended the following practices to improve utilization of peer
counseling at their school:
i) Adequate ongoing training (Workshop)
The peer counselors are of the opinion that they have forgotten the skills they acquired
and need to have a refresher course or have the information that they have learnt placed
in a .....hooklet... .. the purpose of the booklet is to act as a source of reference. They
further stated that: ..... most ofus here forgol how 10 handle a patient ... one needs 10go
through the lessons again ... just a summary'... because 1forgol everything... 1forgot my
skills... and that ,,"on '1 he "C')' helpful". There is some evidence that a key element is the
quality supervision provided to the peer counselors (Muuss, 1990:8). It is obvious from
the above statement made by one of the peer counselors that they need on going
supervision and up grading of their skills. This view is further supported be Oilhooley
and Schcuch (2000:S6) who states that it is most benefleial to meet with mediators ona
regular basis as this gives them time to practice their skills. This will also give them a
chance to discuss any unique: problems or situations which could have risen.
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ii) Increasing peer counselors visibility and availability, as well 85 creating an realistic
view
The peer counselors are of the opinion that because ofthe filet that peer counseling isa
new concept that they should: ..... have a workshop abolll " to show whal pter
"mm,wllllg Is all about for lIlt' whole school" 10 It... emphtulse what peer cOllnselors are
tlolng. wnat Ihl!ir jobs are. " This will give them ",.. mort exposure, " for example to
celebrate peer counseling through a "... pe,'r-cmmsellng tlay, ..
They ore of the opinion that they need to explain to the school what peer counseling is,
introduce the peer counselors to others: ..... we need to be more vistb!e In Ihe school.;."
and explain the role 0 f the peer counselors "...what Ihey all about ..... The peer
counselors suggested the they should hove 0 tolk to the learners at the school to help
familiarize them with what peer counseling is all about. They felt that one way ofdoing
thisis that: "Ihe peer counselors lake chargeofchapel servlc«... basicallyjllsllalk10the
students..~ .W Ihey can also gel more familiar with peer collnseling... ..
In terms ofvisibility. Kinkortz, Quelch and Berczowsky, (1994:2) suggest that a private,
secure space is on effective way to increase the availability and visibility of the peer
counselors. In that way. everyone at the school would know where to find the peer
counselors and at which times they will be available.
iii) Obtaining support from all role players/inviting all stakeholders to participate
The pctr counselors are of the opinion that: It ... whal will make their Job casler Is Ihal
Ihey I,aw! a smmg SlIppt)f/ syslem that Is l.'Ctllng leachen In,'OI\'f!d. gelling Ihe
Il('utimaslcr Im'f)/,'C!d...becaus« Ills /Ike 'eachen 'heyJon 'IaCllla/~,· acknowlcJgc Ihal we
are 'here.;."
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They are of the opinion that: ..... e\'er)'htH~.· should IInlte ami actually work log('lher 10
1111\'(' sonlt'lh'"1: prosperous mil of Illis." They have realized that there is a need to: .....
first Ilewlop a relationship "'ilh Ihe school, II This view is supported by Oilhooley and
Scheuch (2000:3) who states that for peer mediation to besuccessful within the school, it
is imperative that administration and SUtO' have a clear understanding of the process and
how it enhances academic performance and decreases disruptions.
Factors affecting success according to Kinknrta et 01., (1994:2) are the backing ofschool
stalT that are important and can make participants feel comfortable and committed to the
process.
3.4 SUMMARY
From the interviews conducted with the participants it can be stated that therearc positivc
and negative aspects relating to peer counseling. The participants felt they can make a
difference in the lives of their peers and the community at large. They also felt that peer
counseling has made a significant contribution to their personal development.
Furthermore they felt that the service that they wish to provide to the school and their
peers arc not being fully utilized due tothe lock of trust from the side of their peers. This
lack of trust is due to that fact that peer counseling is a new concept that has been
introduced into their school which has a stigma auached to it. This causes them to
experience anemotional discomfort and is reflected in their feelings of helplessness and
insecurity which is coupled with the fear of failure and feelings ofdisappointment.
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CIIAPTER4
OVERVIEW, GUIDELINES, RECOI\1MENDATIONS, LIMITATIONS AND
CONCLUSIONS
II's ",11U1 YO/l "'(I", after YO/l kllow /I al! Ihtll counts. (John Wooden in Mc Quirk.
2002:37).
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter intends to provide an overview of the study with reference to the
background. problem statement and aim of the research. Guldellnes and
recommendations will be given to assist educators in implementing n peer-counseling
programme at a secondary school level. The limitations of the study will also be
provided.
4.2 RATIONALE, PROBLEM STATEMENT AND AIM OF TilE STUDY
During early adolescents. as the individual becomes disaffected from the family. the peer
group emerges asan emotionalanchorage. an experiential educator of socialised attitudes
andbehaviours Hurlock (in Tedesco & Gaier, 1988:127). The peer group starts to playa
vital role in the lifeof adolescents.
According to Coleman. (1974:107). the popular image of adolescents often include
notions ofexcessive dependence upon the cliqueor gang. a slavish following of fad and
fashion, and a tendency to easily be "led astray" by the more powerful m~bc:n of the
group.
Dased on this the researcher was interested in disco\'c:ring what impact n peer counseling
programme, as an intervention strategy to nll.~ilt adolescents to cope with durina this
phase of development which is characterised by change would have on them. This
I
research was conducted specifically to auain adolescem's perceptions on peer counseling.
The questions posed by the: researcher were whether peer counseling could be: regarded as
a workable intervention strategy toassist adolescents inSouth Africa?
The following research questions were therefore be generated:
, What are the perceptions of adolescents about peer counsellng, who have been
exposed it'?
, What guidelines can be formulated for implementing peer counseling at school s7
The informaiion gathered in this study will be used as background information for
implementing a peer counseling support programme inaspecific school in Gauteng,
The purpose ofthe study is to:
}.o To explore and describe the perceptions of adolescents who have been exposed
to peer counseling at their school in Gautcng,
}.o To describe guidelines for educators who are implementing peer counseling at
secondary schools in Gauteng,
4.3 RESEARCH METHOD AND DESIGN
In order to achieve the research aims the researcher has made usc of a qualitative,
exploratory, descriptive and contextual research design.
The data was collected by doing focus group interviews with two groups of peer
counselors, field notes were kept throughout the interview process.
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The following strategies were used to ensure trustworthiness ofthe study:
, Troth value
\ Applicability,
, Consistency
\ Neutrality,
Thesestrategies have beendiscussed in chapter two.
The researcher also adhered to ethical measures by gelling consent from the principal of
the school as well as the participants and their parents to participate in the research.
Discussions were also held with the educator who is responsible for the peer-counseling
programme at the school as wellas the social worker who conducted the training with the
peer-counseling participants.
Interviews were conducted with the participants and tape recorded. The transcribed data
was discussed with an independent coder in order to identify categories. After a
consensus discussion with the independent coder these categories were mutually agreed
upon. The categories are as follows:
jo- A viewpoint of peer counseling as a way of caring for and assisting yourself and
others -"making a difference"
jo- A"stigmatised view" of peer counseling
, A viewpoint that necessary structures. should be put in place to support peer
counseling (recommendations/suggestions)
The analysed data was discussed in chapter three and quotes were provided to
substantiate the categories. The peer counselors have made, numerous
recommendations on how to improve peercounseling lltlheir school.
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..... GUIDEUNES TO CONSIDER WilEN IMPI.EMENTINC A PEER
COUNSEl.ING PROGRAMME
The recommendations mode by the peer counselors arc: based on how they can improve
peer counseling ot their school. The researcher holds the view that these
recommendations should serveasguidelines for secondary schools wishing to implement
peer counseling. From the Intervlews conducted with Ihe two groups of peercounselors
they made a 101 of recommendations ofhow to improve peer counseling at their school.
The peer counselors an: of the opinion that Iheir services were not being used because
their peers did not trust them. They suggested that they should be working hand in hand
with the SRC (Student Representatlve Council) and not as an isolated entity, which is
how they believe they are functioning currently. They have also suggested that peer
counselors be nominated per grade, as it will be easier for learners to speak to peer-
counselors who are in the same grade as they art. The following should be used as
guidelines when implementingpeer counseling at secondary school level:
4.4.1 Tberlabtpeople for the Job
Cowie and Wallace, (2000:6S) stale that, having the 'right' people for the job is important
to any services. Peercounseling is no exception. Peer counselors should be selected from
the broader school community. According to 'Tanaka and Reid, (1997:30), "peer helpers
should represent the entire student body", they are the best judge of whether students arc
representative is, their peers. If their peers select them they will be more inclined to trust
them more and make use of the service they provide more frequently. Gilhoolcy and
Scheuc], (2000:S3) are of'jhe opinion that it is \'ery important thata diverse population of
thestudent body be chosen in order for the programme to be successful.
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4.4.2 Sdedlon criteria
According to Donald. Lazarus and Lolwana (1997: 192) potential student counselors need
to be carefully selected. A selection criterion should be established when choosing peer
counselors. Cowie and Wallace (2000:65) state the following three methods for selecting
peer counselors:
, recruiting volunteers:
, peer nomination:
, adult/teacher nomlnatien.
One is inclined to think that they are not trusted because they are not supported by the
school community for they were selected by their peers; instead are volunteers. These
learners from the school have volunteered to be apart ofthis programme. Perhaps this is
on oren in the future that needs tobe relooked and addressed.
4.4.3 Tralners
Myrick. (1988:118) states thut the key to any program is the trainer, who selects trainees
and projects. The keys to any trainer's success are the following: •
, the careful selection of trainees,
, a structured curriculum.
, and close support groups.
Every programme is different; yet. there are some common features. which often predict
favourable programme outcomes. Networking'on 0 state and national level provides
opportunities for trainers to stay and informed professionally and to support others who
arc engaged in the work of peer helping.
4.4.4 Medlalor
When developing a selection criterion the following qualities of an effective mediator
should be considered according toGillmoley and Scheuch, (2000:9):
•
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;. An effective mediator is a person who cares about his or her school and
wants to make it amore peaceful and orderly place.
;. An effective mediator isaconscientious student who keep up todate with
her or his work.
;. Ahonourable student is not a pre-requisite.
;. An effective mediator is a person who can work under strict rules of
confldentinli ty,
;. An effective mediator must be willing to participnte in training and allend
occasional meetings with advisers and/or truiner to strengthen his or her
mediation skills.
Once applicants have been selected the number of applicants can be narrowed down with
the objective to interview them. Gilhooley and Scheuch, (2000:19).
4.4.5 Pccr-counsciors/Mcdintors
Peer counselors should expose themselves by doing religious services. for example
chapel services or taking part in Life Orientation lessons. Gilhooley and Scheuch,
(2000:7) state that students have the power to sell a peer-counseling programme by
sharing their experiences and answering questions from an audience. Chapel services or
assemblies can provide them with this opportunity.
4.4.6 Marketing
Gilhooley and Scheuch, (2000:41). further make: the following suggestions that will
ensure that everyone understands the "new" process:
;. Send a letter to parents explaining the programme, and prepare a press
release that includesa picture of the new peer-counselors.
, Prepare a central located bulletin board with photographs of the new
mediators and explanations about when and how peer-counsellngcan take
place.
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).. Make banners (0 hang in hallways.
).. Prepare: a video clip to be: played for the learners us pan of daily
announcements. introducing the peer counselors and explaining the new
process.
).. Have a new peer counselor visit classrooms to demonsirate peer
counseling and (0 answer questions from their peers.
).. Include an article in the school paper. explaining the process of peer
counseling.
, Design pamphlets. which include pictures. an explanation of peer
counseling and how referrals can be mode.
).. Design Tsshirts for peer counselors towear onspecial occasions,
Marketing of peer counsel ing must become an integral pan ofthe marketing flow-chan.
Without the "buy-in' from all stakeholders the project will experience resistance due to a
lack of knowledge and understanding.
4.4.7 Community involvement
The peer counselors should toke part in community projects, namely cleaning the stream
close to their school.
Peer counselors from other school should come together to discuss their challenges and
their achievements. By sharing their experiences. peer-counselors will strengthen their
.'skills, (Gilhooley and Scheuch, 2000:56).
4.4.8 Operational process
Specific time should be set aside when counseling could be done and the school should
be informed about this time. Peer counseling should be allocated 0 special venue end the
entire school should be mode oware ofwere this is. Cowie and Wallace. (2000:74) state
that peer suppon services need to be llS accessible as possible. This means that potential
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users should know how and when 10 contact the peer counselors. Furthermore, 8 room
staffed with peer counselors at specific limes should be provided so dUll anyone CM drop
in if they wanl tolalk or discuss mailers ofpersonal importance 10 them.
4.4.9 Management support
All stakeholders should support the concept of peer counseling. It is essential 10 have the
full backing of the management learn and or governing body and the SRC: the success of
the programme depends on their back up. Cowie and Wallace. (2000:64). This view is
echoed by Donald er al., ( 1997:192) who stares thut it is imperative: that peer counselors
be supported in the early stages of implementation.
4.4.10 Up-skilling
Peer counselors should receive regular refresher course about the skills need for
counseling. This can be achieved by having regular adult support and supervision. Cowie
and Wallace. (2000:31). To beeffective. student development should involve:
}.o The development of the personal identity of the learners. which involves
avalue system and a vocational purpose
, Interpersonal development. which includes communication skills. the
ability to understand and empathize others
}.o The development of intellectual and academic skills which'permit the
individual to engage in lifelong learning
,. To development of both aesthetic and physical recreation appreciation
and participation, (Brown in Motsabi, 1999:31).
4.4.11 SCigmatlsation
The learner at the school should be educated about what peer counseling is all about to
help remove the stigma attached 10peer counseling.
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4.5. RECOMMENDATIONS ronRESEARCH
The following recommendations can be made tor funher studies to build onto this one.
This research study has only concentrated on the perceptions ofpeer counselors regarding
their experiences with peer counseling. Further research can concentrate on:
).. Exploring the perceptionsofthe learners who use the peer counseling service.
).. The perceptions of educators r~gllrdina; peer counseling.
).. Analyzing the effects of peer counseling ut secondary school level.
4.6 LIMITATIONS
The limitations ofthis study can belisted as follows:
, Asthis was a small school. there was a limited number oflearners to work with.
)00 Peer counseling is still a new concept at this school. this is the second year that
peer counselors have been trained. Only two groups have been trained as peer
counselors. Thus the effects of'peer counseling is limited.
4.7 SUMMARY
This research aimed to explore peer counselors perceptions about peer counseling. Their
perceptions are useful as it can act as gUideline~ when implementing peer counseling at
secondary school level. These peer counselors are filled with hope. the hope that they can
assist their peers. They were very eager to shore their experiences with the researcher.
All in all this was a positive experience for the researcher and the participants. and a win!
win. (Covey. 1989:206) situation was defiantly fostered for both researcher and
participants. To quote on of the peer counselors: "l tllink that ",I.f (the interview) can be
a gooel tl,lnR. you (the researcher) ("mlns: her« and InteM'ltwlns: us. BCCOfl.fC It R"\'t us a
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"11U""e to U('tllu/~a' re-evaluate ourselves ami hmv we rfu/~t· impacting people 011'
there.,:'
Peer group counseling is a powerful Intervention strategy with the adolescent, since it is
the power of the peer group that influences young people the most (Erikson, in Carty.
Rosenbaum, Lafreniere, Sutton, 2000: I). Peer counseling can play on effective role in
South African school if it is implemented effectively, has all major stakeholden
(management team, learners and parents) supporting it and is effectively supervised,
4.8 CONCLUSION
Associal beings, we are dependent on individuals who make up groups to socialise with.
However, the group has no existence apart from the members who compose it, and the
psychology of the group must be approached through the common psychology of its
members. Within this context peer counseling should be seen as a meaningful tool and
should be utilised more in-depth and frequently within our community and schools in
particular. In groups we witness an interaction among its members' personalities,
furthermore peers as a group have an implicit if not explicit purpose, these give direction
and focus to the behaviour it arouses and sponsors from fellow peers. Peer groups may be
classified as intimate, primary groups; as such they have the first form of interaction.
Imagine if the peers are more than adequately prepared to interact. engage and offer
solutions at this level - societiesand communities could be changed forever.
In a South African context with a low sceio-eccnomie living standard. The researcher
holds the view that peer group activities shouldremain infonnal
Attributions considered by adolescents as essential topeer group acceptance are: physical
attractiveness, friendliness and on outgoing personality. Physical attractiven~ has been
found to correlate positively with peer group popularity, level of self-esteem Dnd even the
qualities of leadership. While encouraging independence from parental standards, the
peer group demands conformity to its own standaro•.
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Peer support systems also offer the opportunity for adults toreconsider their own ways of
relating to the young people in their charge and to one another and to reneet on the
message that they ore conveying in their everyday interactions. It is possible to create
environments that promote rather then discourage pro.sociol ways of living and
communicating withothers. Peer support is one strand in education of our future citizens.
It is our belief that through the experience of peer support in action children and young
people can develop the knowledge, skills and undentandings thot they will need a they
face roles and responsibilities ofadult life.
The benefits ofpeer counseling are immense. Peer groups help children establish their
independence and make the transition from reliance on their families' to relative freedom
in adolescence and adulthood. Peers offer new patterns of reclprocity: they reverberate
thoughts, feelings, expectations and demands. When adolescents can see how their
friends respond to their parena, they ore encouraged to examine new values and
relationships. The common repertoire of language, slang, grooming, clothing, music, and
so forth that young people adapt in their interections, a cultural distinctiveness, that is,
youth culture. Youth-culture distinctiveness tends to be blurred by the continuity in tastes
that extends from adolescence into adulihood. On the other hand peer group
communications seem to contribute to youth-culture distinctiveness. The language,
values, beliefs, and standards of adolescents tend to create patterns of interaction that set
them opart from adults. A peergroup may become 0 reference source for the behaviour of
adolescents. Peer groups allow youth to assume a "'ariety of roles-to be temporarily
leaders or followers, deviants or conformists. The value and norms of the group permits
adolescents to acquire perspective on their own values and altitudes.
Although violence. abuse. criminal behaviour and social misconduct in.our society
cannot be blamed on the: schools, our schools are microcosms of socic:ty. Therefore.
schools are a logical place to begin solving these problems. For change: to be made on
large scales, we need to begin with our children. That we can teach students the skills to
resolve connicts peacefully through mutual respect and undc:rstanding of feelings, acti"'e
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Iist~ning and cooperative problem solving. Peer mediation programmes use counseling
over the course of lime and should lead 10 the development ofcitizens 85 self·regulating
members ofsociety, This is turn will lead 10 more pellcefuland productive schools and Il
less violent society in general.
Parents and peer relations complement one another. The parent-child bond provides
children with the security 10 enter the world of peers. Peer interaction, in turn, permits
children to expand the social skills they have begun to acquire wilhin the family. Siudies
of peer- only engagemen! would result in misflts in our community and society Dtlugc.
.'
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The direct and immediate gain from the research project for your child is that your child
will be able to verbalize hislher perceptions on peer counseling. The study involves no
foresee-able risks orharm to you.
Should you have any fUMher questions relating to this research you may contact me at
0824961933.
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APPENDIX B
Transcript 2 of the Hfond seriesof tape.morded Interviews
"
Second group Interylews
)io Received their training last year.
)io Qualified peercounselors.
)io Number of participants: ten
Researcher Right, guys, welcome back. Before we starl, I want to thank you for your
last interviews os I was saylns to some of them before, from the last
interviews I sot 11 lot of infonnatlon. So much 'nfonnat'on that I needed to
come back and just get more from you, as II was just so good. Thonks for
thaI.
What I've done Is, I have wnuen down from your interviews, and this was
the interviews from yourselves and the other group. These were some of
the themes you came up with. Sothese arc joint themes from both groups
basically, So what I've pick up from the lost Interviews I did, was, that the
two groups basically spoke about positive things about peer counseling,
some negative things and a lot of suggestions were made about peer
counseling. Some ofthe positive things, and that is not always that, and it
were a good thing. And the good thing about that Is that you were helping
people, which Is good for you.
A negative thing was that you fell that people didn't trust you as peer
counselors. Because It was a new Idea at school that that created some
problems also. Some of the suggestions you made was that you needed
some more training, maybe more profcsslonaltrolning. You needed more
support from the school with whnt you arc doing, and also that the peer
counselors maybe needed to be more visible. That the school needed to
know more about you and whoyou were.
Feel free to speak on the same topics ogain, Ifthere is anything else you like
to odd, anything new. From that I need togo bockto my original question,
which was, "What do you think about peer counseling?" You can usc the
opportunity to maybe reinforce some of these things or to add on to them
again. Right.
PartJdpanl2 Ok, Miss, I have acomment. Mis.4i, many ofus here think thatthcy wont to
start helpins people. I think that Is useless Miss, because most of us here
forgot how to handle a patient Miss, and all of that. I think thai one really
counsel people, one need to So through the Ies.wns again Miss~ Uhf just
like a summary ofcacho because I farsot everything Miss. I only know
some part." and Iwill not be able tohelp a penon because I foraOl my skills
Mis.". And that won't be very helpful.
Restarcher Do you think that you should be going over your skills again you have
learned in your initial training?
"
Participant 5 Yes Miss. Because It takes a lot or a person to come to another person to
ask for help. Now, now if I can't help this person, then this person will feel
off and do something drasticMiss.
Restarcher
Participant %
Researcher
Participant 7
Participant 10
Ok, anyone else?
I think what they actually mean about the whole course set out, you know, it
WILli more about RMB and not any written material to go back to and study
for and things like that. So if you can get that, you can constantly go over
that and thenIt will work out.
Thank you. Does anyone have anything else to say about positive things
regarding peer counseling? Anything else you come up with or anything
newabout peer counseling?
Miss, this morning this blind man came to come speak in the chapel. And,
."., my friend here, said that he has something because he made the
school aware of the outside world. Uke how to accommodate blind
people? Now I think that we as peer counselors we must bring people in,
likejust to talk to them about things that we encounter in the outside world.
Like maybe paraplegic people and all that And things, and then how to like
handle the situation. Bring more people in to talk to the students.
I also think that we must play an interactive pan in the community. There is
no point in us just ending here in school, making a difference here in
school, where we can also go places like the AIDS hospice and help there
or outside places like the old age home and make a positive contribution
and in terms of resolving of problems as well, you know make a visible
difference into the community..
And as far as the suppon from the school as well, I think most people don't
realise the imponance of peercounselors. They don't actually approach us.
they not able toapproach us in result and they don't see thesignificance of
it. They don't take It seriously, so they say. So I think that we should
reinforced the seriousness of peer counselors and the imponance ofhaving
peercounselon within the school. .
Palrtldpant 5 In line with that, Ialso think that it would be a good idea to have some son
of ~uppon lI'Ou~ in the school Instead ofcoming every week meeting and
dlKUsldng technlque.~ or method.' or whatever. I think it Is Important to
Invite other members of the school, people aetually wont to talk can come
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every Wednesday when we are meeting llnd we can have a suppon group
opendiscussions when we talk aboutllnything. I think that 15 very helpful.
In terms of visibility, I think that there Isn't much recognition. In fac:ttherc
15 no recognition at all for peergroup counselors because when you look Ilt
the school, most ofthe time the people that are actually being looked Ilt. are
people like the SRC, the peer group counselors should be like that. We
should be like the SRC, it should be more competitive. and It shouldn't be
this secret organisation thllt Is justhappening every Wednesday without the
restof the school being included.
I think It should be more widespread, I think there should be more
presentations In the chapel. We should have a lot more thlnas happening
every, very often, so that people be made constantly aware of peer group
counseling.
Participant 3 I guess. a suggestion that would be for peer counselors to actually work
hand in hand with the, with the class representauves and SRC. Because we
could actually find out more from the students especially through the class
representatives because they would be the ones who lU'C actually
communicating with the Individual classes. So we would actually get to
here more people's opinions and problems and suggestions and things like
that that would actually makeus more efficient at what we are doing, what
we try to do.
Participant 2 I also think that as a suggestion to help her in what she said, we can have a
box in reception where the people can put their suggestions in If they arc
afraid to come up to us in person. We can't exactly talk to everyone In the
school so that itwill be open at all times toanyone.
Participant 1 Miss, I think, that the thingof the SRC. We should nominate someone here
to take pan in the SRC. like in their meetings, and I nominate this young
lady here. I believe in you. Miss, Miss the thing about talking In chapel Is
that the first time we did that. I got very negative reports. They said no. it
was boring, and they did not know what was going on. I do agree that we
have to let the students know in chapel, but if we do it. we must really
evaluate how we going to do that. So last time when we did It. It was not
very successful, Uke the students. they were getting very negative towards
peercounselors Miss.
Participant 2 I think the whole peer-counseling thin" Is that people already had negative
connotationstothe word "counseling" before you even take Itfunber. That
is where the problem actually Is, llnd the hindrance between us gelling to
interact more with students as them with us. I think that Is when: the
problem really Is. Becau.~ most people say yes right, we are peer
counselors and you know. Theydon't really ocknowledge that YOU actuallY
'/
qualified in Whlll you DrC doing and that Is actually an important pan of
their lives as wellllS yours.
Participant 7 I think that we cannot reach everybody, there DrC people that will be
interested and there will those that won't be interested. And most of time
the people that arc negative are the first ones to speak. The people that DrC
actually listening and taking this into consideration most of the lime, wont
say anything, It Is those people that always have negative things to say who
usually speaks out. You know, I think we can continue and It Is up to the
people how they lake it. Because you cannot, you cannot succeed the first
timearound, you aclually have todo things overand over unul seme people
actually consider II.
Participant 10 I think thlll 15 also up to us to convince people of what we are doing and
how it is going 10 help them and benefit them.
Participant 7 With that D.~ well, we, we have, we also have to take responsibility of
actually going out and making peer-counseling "WHOW", you know.
Gelling to arouse that interest with Ihem within the juniors you know. So
when they get a lillie older, whatever, you know. They can actually say that,
I always wanna 10 be a part of that group. I always wanna to be a peer
counselor. You know. So we also need tohave that vibrant peer-counseling
thinggoing.
Participant 6 So that doesn't mean that if we do more of, I think mostly the school, when
they think of peer counselors, they think ofmy psychologist who ismy age.
I think if they actually do discover that even though we have told them that
we also do development programmes they should also realise that we ore
not only here tohelp them through problems, yes we arc going to do thatns
well if they got suggestions on how to make the school a beuer place to live
in, and things like that, we are actually here to also help them with that.
Because we are not here to ~ their doctors, we also here to just be people
who improve(college unclear) college asawhole and eventually the whole
community.
Researcher Docs anyone maybe want to speak about more positive things about peer
counseling?
Partldpant5 I think that peer counseling positively helps you understand that people
don't do thinp on purpose. That maybe sometimes a penon would say, "I
hate you", or something. and you wonder Why. and you wonder why is
cenoin people doin~ such thinp to you. You DCluaily kind of act to
understand, like"· said about psychology, you actually understand the
woypeople think and the woy people would react.
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So you learn nOllo take things personAlly. And AS &l peer counselor you IU"C
not suppose to get personal about lhese Issues. You cant really takes &l
person's problem IUld bring It Into your own life and then sympathize with
., them. You are not allowed to do that. I think that with that skill, you
actually learn thlll people don't do things that maybe a person would do
that, but youdon'ltake thlnBs personal anymore.
Participant 9 And in addition 10 that, the skills that we do learn, we can DCtually help
people once you are oldenough and have children of your own. BccAUsc In
thut way, you DClually understand human behaviour more In delall ruther
than any other averuge person. You actually understand why Is It that
certain people do cenaln things. You wouldn't, you IlCtually Slopped being
prejudice, ok not really stop, but your level of which you will be prejudice
would be aclually decreased because you actually be more objective
towards things.
Participant 5 This is positivism towards the community, Ihe school communily, because
in terms of when we are speaking about measuring the positives Ihal we hod
in our school community. that it is a lillie difficult because in the sense that
you are working with Individuals so It is very difficult to measure the, the
difference that we have mode in the school. But then, with the positive, it is
more buildingyou as a person; it isbuilding you 0.41 a person.
Participant 6 ( agree with that. Because of a lot ofus live in communities IUld societies
and peer counselors gives you that platform to actually learn how to talk to
people and be more open to people and learn about yourself, understand a
couple of things about yourself, Ihat sometimes you overlooked or
sometimes you didn't see.
(think Ibat one-day when you grow up, then you are more conscious about
the different personalities In the community, and therefore become a better
person. Thai you CIUl communicate beuer, and seeing that you do know
yourself beuer, you IU"C comfonable wilh who you are and for your
confidence you are also boosted. I think thai is how it is happening.
personally.
Ranrcher (think it waslUlythlng that you think Is posilive about peer counselln,. just
the BCneral concept. What do you think isapositive thing about It?
PartJclpant 7 ( think. with peer counseling right. It was establiMled dUll we could 10 out
and make D difference in the sehcol, right. It was cstabllshed that we can
eoun.4ICI others sludents and other pupils. And thai still, I can say, II is
working. Because stili there isn't much ofadifference. When you look atil
al theend of the day, students wlll stili prefer IOlngto teachers and talk to
teachers about their problems IlS oppose 10 coming 10 us. So In terms of Ihat
it is not really much.
Participant 6 Miss. I am sayinB I think Ihat our tarBet markcl should be the junlon. 1bc
seniors wc will never get. Up from Grade 10 10 upwards, we won·t SCi
them, Thcy think thatthcy arc all biB and don't trusr us other peen. I think
that our lorget should be grade sevens and Brudc cights Miss. Because if we
arouse enthuslasm with in them. Then in that way it is soing10 Brow Miss.
if we like aim at".'. for instance, they won·1 gCI hcr. Becnuse I mean she
already learned how todcnl with her problems by keeping ilall inside.
Wc wont set her. BUI if we Dim maybe at someone like al •••4. In grade
six. justas anexample. and then that will help us.
Participant 2 I just think you will develop something at a young age, ills In you when
you get older. soifthey Slort doing the peer counselor thing from a younger
age. you will start todeal with your problems and be more open with other
children. More open 10 go to peer counselors. Because al the moment
people aren't open enough. they don·t feci enough trost 10 80 to peer
counselors and talk tothem. And sometimes they feel like it is not. they ore
not comfortable with it. But if Ihey had stsned al a younger age. they would
have become more comfortable with you.
So if they start at a younger age, I think thai Ihey will become more
comfortable and it will sinn progressing more than il is now. Now you nrc
startlng al a dead point. there is now point in siortins ot a dead point. You
can rather start at a poim that has more potential. yes.
Participant I I agree with ••• and •••3. bUI however I Ihink Ihot the facl that senior
students ore more reluctant 10 actually partake in Ihis pecr-counseling Ihing.
this should not necessorily ~ a negative thing. it should be a challenge 10
peer counselors that we change their mindset. I mean Ihat is nol an
impossible thing to achieve. and by us. giving it say 0 lot about us. and one
will actually learn from this whole peer counseling IhinS.
I think if people sec things working. they come to lake part In everythins
but as long IlS there isan erron 10 show them that peer counSellnB am have
a positive contribution within society. how ore they soin, 10 believe it.
Bclieve me. stanin, out is very difOcull. BUI as soon as people sec Ihin,s
working. Ihalis when Ihey actually wanllO join in. So. Ilhink we arc very
responsible for that pan of makin, sure thalil works and lhey sec there the
essence of peer counsellna and how itam octuallY be used positively.
Partldpant 2 I agree wilh her. because by going out into the communilY. by IOlna out
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into society, and spreading the work, telling the people what we arc all
about, and what we do, the littlc things. Communicate to help people with
their problems nnd everything and gel feedback and then thcy will see that
we have made a difference and then maybe then they will stort tNsting us
, I andcome to us nnd speak aboutlhlngs.
Participant 7 I feel that we os peer counselors have mode a big change In the school, just
we haven't noticed It, because things just Is normal, but us as peer
counselors have been established here, because there was a case orsuicide
right. And there hu.~n't been a CIL~ since then. And you don't know if
people ore smoking on the school propeny.
Researcher So you have made an impact?
."rtlclpant 4 Yes Miss. I think that we will get acknowledged by the school after the
AIDS week we have planned, because maybe the school will realised that it
is notjust for run butlhey will sec that this iswhat we wanttodo.
Participant S I do agree, I think even though we go oUI into the community there ore
students in the school whodon't even probably belong into that community.
If we not affecting them, thcy would still think what is the polnl of you
being here, because you arc not really helping me as an individual, you arc
helping others.
Ok, fine, we are a helping hand, but It Is not like that it Is impacting you
personally, so it Is not like thcy might really change their views on peer
counseling. You might change others but you might not change everyone.
And what extend Is it that even though we target our seniors, are we really
gonna get a response because at the same time, you cant teach an old dog
new tricks. So in a way, even though it isachallenge to us, I,ok, maybe I
sound a bit negallve, but to such an extend you might not really have that
much impact on seniors ruther than juniors, because juniors don't really
learn much inthe school.
And with seniors, part of their decision will panly be Innucnclng by who
exactly is a peer counselor. Because ildepends on who we are. and if they
said that they don't like some or the peer counselors, because of their
personal vendettas against theactual penon that will DCtually prevent them,
actually Innucncc those around.
Partldpant7 I see what you mean. At the same time I think the problems are amongst
them. Being negalive, you have already concluded In your mind that you
can't convince senior students or lakin, pan In peel' counselln,and if you
feel that your are being a failure to yourself 10 how arc you soing to
actually convince these senior siudents 10 actually be part or lhese peer
coun.~linR Ienion. Because if yOu have concluded that YOU failed, then
obviously in Ihelr eyes, 1 don't sec how you going 10 convince Ihcm or
make them sec Ihe relevance In whlll you are doing.
Participant 10 1 agree with her. In addition 10 Ihe older people JI'Owln, up, Ihey ore
BCluolly vulnerable, Ihol Is Ihe reason why lhey give you IhllRe8.llve and
no con: auitude, because lhe older you arow up lhere ore many qucsllons
Ihol you osked. Ilhlnk Ihol younger people are acluolly much sironser Ihon
older people, because ihose people 5111I believe, Ihey willsllII have failh.
The older we grow, we loose all of Ihal. Ilhlnk Ihol II Is allhalllalC Ihat
you can make a difference because the older you grow you encounler more
problems and Ihalls the reason why people Is so negalive Ihe older we get
because of ihe problems theyencoumer. So Ilhlnk the people we can work
with, ore Ihe seniors, even Ihouah Ihcy maybe negative about lt, but there
ore some people who arc willing 10 change. And there ore very few people
who ore that hard or Ihot Ihlck nOI 10 change 01 all. At leasl we can make
thnt Httledifference.
Participant 1 Ilhink that we are judging people a bn toharshly because lirslly everyone
has Ihat idea In lheir heads Ihal malriculants arc so old compare 10, like the
siandard sixes. Ilhlnk Ihal Is a bil 10 harsh and I Ihink Ihal you guys are
really taking II 10 extreme. Because you are going on Ihal we are really
older and really hard up and really nOI willing 10 do anyrhing. Uke,
concerning peer counseling.
If you never even tried 10 convince them, and I agree wllh •••6 Ihal our
mindset is wrong, because we arc so negallve before we even Slarted. And
we already saying Ihal Ihey going 10 rejecllhe ideas, they arc nOI going 10
be cooperative and I chink chal this Is really Ihc wrong aUilude 10 have. I
think that we are raking II a billoo far. I don'llhink thai lheyare so bad.
Partldpant 2 Miss, I think thallhcy are a bl,IIOO passive as peer counselors. JI1. Because
most of our siudents chey already forgol rhal there ore peer counselors in
Ihls school. I am sure Ihat they don'l know whal Ihcy stand for and all that
Miss. I am suggesllng, lugesllng rhal like, when we do something In
chapel. not like lllke Ihc whole chapel, jusl do something. Ukc 10 remind
the people thai we are there and thai we sliII active. People arc ,olng to
say, say now Ifshe asked me if I am 80ln810 peercounselln, and I asked
who is that? Orwhalll that. I don'l know what she is talkin, aboul Miss.
Now I have a quesllon. what is the poinl ofpeer counseling?
Partldpant I I think thai II is there 10 help people with lheir problems. thai there il noone
else 10 tum 10. And YOU are there, wilh your skills10 helD lbem.
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PartJdpant 2 It is just there to help. It is a helping hllfld within the community and to
individualsaswell.
PartJdpant I I think it is there to help you asD peer counselor also. Because to help you,
you know what you arc capable of doing. Because if )'OU seen people in
situations when you see people arc helpless and you also feellhat you arc
helpless, what kind of a friend arc you then if you are just going to be a
helpless friend.
I think when you do peer counseling and you realise that it Is not only your
friends in this world that have troubles, everyone else ha.' troubles and you
arc available and you arc able to help people, then you realise what is the
point of peercounseling. Because Ihere arc, everyone has problems, and
especially in high school you see Ihat people have their own issues to deal
with.
Also coming back to the pointthat it Is easier to target juniorsbecause when
you are in malric, you do have more problems, more homework, more
projects and it Is lrue that theagedifference might not be vast, but then the
status is vast because when you arc In standard five you seea matriculant
beingso much older than you. Even II isonly maybe four years. Ok, a peer
counselor, it does have a point because you are helping yourself and others.
So what is the point in saying you arc such a friend but then at certain
times, you can't do anything. Then you just might as well be another
person.
PartJdpant 2 I feel that us as peer counselors should approach students more open-
mindedly because now like you arc saying that matrics with that mindset
you can't help them, and then you, that negative thought might not be
helpful. I think the older you get, the more problems you get. So, I think
that we should concenuate more on the seniors than the juniors as the
seniors have more problems than the juniors. I think if we arc morc positive
in ourselves, we can reach them.
PartJdpant I At the same time, not neglect juniors because I think if you DCtually enforce
something to help them at a young age, then you, they canstick with it and
improve withit the older theyget. They won't be by the time they become
seniors, they probably won't have that many problems or Will be able to
deal with them probably even beuer. So, in a way, we should target the
school in the Whole.
PartJdpant6 I think that we should be a guidance 10 that we don't neglect certlin people
like the juniorsand they should made to feel that they 11ft! insignmcant in
any way because they won't have achieved anythin.. where if there is •
balance you will be able to tBrltt both the seniors and the juniOl1 JO YOU
conlribulin, 10 dirferenl Ale JrOUP' IIlhe wnc lime.
."rtldpant 5 Ilhink lhAl we ihould Alw remember IhAll problem il Aproblem whether it
is about older kldi or SmAil kids. AllhAl Sllac it luill Itrnses you oul. So I
lhlnk if you lryln, 10 cllwif)' dirferenl Iypel of people you Ir)'inl 10
approach, 10 c!luIUy problems I Ihlnk lhal you are buicIII)' wllllin, their
lime. Because you can't come 10 I renon and IA)' you've 'OIlhis 1)'pC of
problem, I know how 10 solve Ihis problem. B«AUse I problem il a
problem &and Ibm All' Ileps which you like, to lacklc each problem and
lhen use lhe ume SICPS 10lACkie Dny problem.
•"rtldpant 9 I lhlnk lhlll we should dlKuu lhls wilh our principal 10 lhll he can diKUU
lhls In the school chopel every momln.. lIyln, IIOmethin,lO Ihln we can be
acknowled,e And laree with lhem 10 selecl IOmeone to be on lhe SRC 10
lhlll. BUI we wanllO do is allO lWt oflhe school and not IusI.
Partldpant J A15Q, thaI lhe peer counseloR All' paulve. Ilhink lhat we AClually have to
do AOn1elhlnllboullhis as a ,roup. f'Or example lake the mcw,es. If you
wanl Mr••••' 10 keep on lDyinllOmelhlnl everyday. maybe, If we have
AOmclhin, like, I meSID,e of lhe day, I know lhat that would make more
sense. yes we do have the board, bUI how much paper and money arc we
lolnlto be WIL\llnllhal everyda)'we PUllffiClSA,e up there. And we CAn't
we obviou51)' have 10 leave Il mc~u,e on lhere for leasl Il week. 10 that
everyone hl1.\ 10 sec II. So if we have soffiClhlnllike our main lheme on the
board. like on a Monday. and durin,lhe week ,ive Mr••••• Il message to
5Iy lhat relale10 lhe lheme. il would make sense to lhat.
Partldpant 4 I agree with her. Ilhink thaI lhe ret' counselon should hive one macto.
which will helpus Jel OUI of lhe sllUlllon Ihal we are in now. Try unlil you
succeed. Obviously you JOnna race problems alonlthe wa)' bul you have
to learn OUI or )'Our mi51Dkes, DOl lIylnllhll we mAde mlslakes. we try and
try lill evenlually lhere is AOmconc OUI lhere lhat will acl the mcssalC and
thAI will errCCllhe whole soc:lel)' Ilnd the whole community In our school
and lhey willllllaelthe mcssIlC.
PlrtJdpant 5 I think that us III pm counselon should upJrllde our wall beawe lhAl wu
lut season's. This Is reAlly old. We dllCUu that we will chAnae il every
second weekend, II hun't beendone. We should do IOmClhln.abouIll.
PlrtJdpant 7 The)' Ahould be sectn, that we do Ihlnp lhal we want 10 do. we don't
lCluall)' reneel lhe poiilivc atlln•• Maybe lhal is why M don'l .unciout.
Becau~we like IhallpOnlAnCOUi ovcnaJllook. We have to kind ofwork Oft
that.
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Participant 9 And then II takes us back to the point that was raised a bit earlier thlll we
should invite the school in unythinS that we arc doing. thlll we Ihould be a
linle more transparent you know. Uke we must DIsc be a little more
Initialingand a little more initiative. Uke that river. you secthat river down
there.
Participant 4 Which river?
.'artlclpant 9 I think that we can llCtually take the initillle and 10 out there and dean It.
Have you seen how much linerIs in there?
We go out there and clean II and we invite the school and we tell them that
we arc goinS down to the river toclean the river. It would be Interested.
you can brinS your sneakers and come and have a good time cleaninl the
river. (Laughing) We need to become a linle bit more transparent and a
little more. Because if we clean that river, obviously It will go to the city
council and itwould like St •••9 studcnts cleaned that river.
Participant 8 And at the same time you are not only involving the school, but you
involving the community so you see It is more bcneficialto us that we do
such things, because by cleaning the river, you influence other people to do
the same. And by cleaning the river, you also Innuence the people living
around the river to also do the same. to partake. So we work with the
community.
Participant 4 No. it is just the litter. picking up the Iittcr and initiate that they actually
comeand clean the river. Things like that.
Partlclpant 7 So it is not benefiting our community only, but our school as well.
.:
Partlclpant S In the process we can actually find out from In the school what ismissing or
things like that. The garden. just improving the school at the same lime.
Lets face it. if you wanna be noticed you have to work you know. You have
to get to the nilly grlny which everyone is running away from. take the
Initiativeof actually doit so that we can be noticed.
Participant 6 To stan with the small things so that we can make a very bi, impact
ultimately.(Laughing)
Participant 4 Because that is also advenisinl ourselves you know. You SO out~ we
get a camera. We Jet a camera and the pictures will show that we arc
having a good time. Then we stick up the pictures up .,ainst the notice
boards. Yes, and juniors thlnk that it is fun. Because It Is fun. we are havlng
fun with our environment. we are havinl (un with everythina else. and we
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are working together. It will actually reinforce that whole the messasc in
chapel about environmental week, something wong that line.
I also think that Ifwe can visit the AIDS hospice together, and take pictures
there. since we are having this whole AIDS campaign.
Or fundralslng and we could donate whatever funds we brought up to the
AIDS hospice and charity homes which will also will be a positive
contribution to society. Once peoplc see things like that then you arc not
only innuenclng the school, but you DrC also Innuenclng the world AS a
whole because Ifyou have such positive contributions and have people who
hear about it. evcntually you Innuenclng other people. encoul'Daed them to
do the same thlnl.
In addition to the AIDS thing. you know when they arc normally marching
these AIDS marches. it would actually be good In actually join In and have
fun, do it all.
At the same time, not only AIDS as well. because sometimespeople tend to
neglect other things like homeless people and things like that and focus to
much on AIDS. we cant necessarily sponsor everybody or create funds or
forms whatever, we can help ourselves In our time. We can spend some
time with hometess children and talk to them. you know, showing that
people are there for them and people docare for them. because everyone is
going to judge the people that we are going to counsel. simply on the way
they look and because of their status. They are not actually contributing
much. they might as well not do anything because they arc pretentious and
our services DrC only provided toselect people so.
And in addition to that we could actually asked for donations ofblankets,
old clothing etc. Actually go out and donate these thlnp to homeless
peoples or visit old age homelike ...10 House. Things likethat.
Show other people that they arc loved and at least they also know, In a way
improve the relationship between people. disadvantage people. homeless
people and normal people in the society. Because I think that there is a lot
of stigma attached tohomeless people and thlnp like that. And u a result.
there is a gup between the two. Soifyou try to spend time with them. then
eventually you can work towards 0 common goal. You know.
I think that it Is going to take us back to the point •••" made about re-
lounchina ourselves. Because for a lonl time we thoulht that eeer
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counseling, you just walk around, somebody notices you, notices your
badge and they come to you and you counsel them. For a lon,time that is
what we thought counseling was all about. I think that we actually have to
re-launch ourselves and actually '0 out and be vibrant counselors. Yes, and
sure counseling is not just about siuing down and tDlking to people, it is
tackling different problems on different ways. Gelling immonalized, one
for DII. You know. Because we tAckling our AIDS, tackling our
environment tackling our counselin,thing and everythin, else. We need to
go out there.
I think that if you look at the bigger picture as well, peer counselors
contributing a generous amount to the community, then you start to tell
people, like bigger companies and stuff like thut. Because Ifwe are doing a
lot in society, and they are big companies, they will fee obU,ed to do
something as well, so in that way effecting a lot of people because you arc
challengingthe mlndsets of elderly people, your parents as well.
As you sold earlier, by helping the school Idon't think that we must doa lot
to help the school. The school has money and they ore wastin, their money
on things such llS radio stations and stuff. We don't need radio stations.
What is the school going to benefit out ofa radio station? Is entenainment
more Important as someone living on the street or something? That money
that they ore using for the radio station can go towards poorpeople or.
There is time for school and time for work but by advenising you also get
to achieve a lot.
I think that once eventually the radio station is out and national or
provincialor whatever, then people can know and advertise more and: more
money con come In, in raising fund in that way through a radio station to
get the response ofpeople outside and you can actually have something like
a slot on the radio station where people can call in with their problems ond
needs a counselor.
Talking is a very imponont pan of life, and I think that a radio station could
be quite helpful.
I think that the thin, about the radio station Is that it is not ourmoney that
makes a contribution to the radio station, yes, we arc pan of the school, so
the school does have to think about us. Because if you were dependant on
the school, we had to go to the SRC and to go to the principal for them to
approved. Soour Ideas, we can actually loose that. so we can actually only
usc the school. So Ifthey arc going to have a radiostation, we mlatn aswell
odveni5C on It.
'I
Participant 7 I am not saying thltthe school is going to use our money that we raised for
the radio station; IlUTl sayingthat ifthe school needs something. they could
have used that money for beuerstuff that will be more of advantage to us as
students. whereas the radiostation isjust aIlop,
Participant 10 Sorry. I want to differ. The radio station would actually help in the long
run. maybe right now. we are wasting money but if you look at it two or
three years down the line. it is actually going to benefit the school and the
community.
Researcher Ok, let me give him a chance.
Participant 7 While you arc talking of going into the river and cleaning it. what has came
to mind. If you lU'C going to dosomething like that. not that. something likes
that. then you need something more than justa badge. (Laughing) Usten to
me. something more thanjust a badge. I mean like maybe like a t-shirt or a
jacket. lam just suggesting.
So if people sec us as peer counselors. now wejust have a badge and going
into the community it is not going to be very effective like. we have peer
counselors and then we have our motto, and then we have an emblem.
(Laughing). As peer counselors we need something like that Miss. So we
are going into the community. who is this, the peer counselors at the back.
You sec.
PartJclpant 6 Skulls?
PartJclpant 7 Look. everyone is now against me about the radio station. (Laughing) But
this is important, But they are busy with radio stations. If the school closes
down and there isa radio station. what does that help?
"
Researcher Can I just say something? I am just worried that we arc going completely
off the topic. I like us just to focus on the topic about peer counseling.
PartJclpant S Miss. Miss
Researcher Any other ideas on that?
PartJclpant 10 Miss. it doesn'tmatter if we agree ordisagree. we can't it,
Mr.••• 12 already has his mind. What Is the use of us talk about Ithere. it is
done. No, it is finished. This is the school, peer counselors. talk about peer
counselors.
PartJclpant 7 I didn't tell YOU about the radio station,
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SideTwo
Let us get back 10 the topic ofpeer counseling. I sec thlll the lime Is alsoup.
Almost u .
Partklpant5 I think thut it will actuully help for us tobe active, just to do Ihings. Just
tuke the initiative just do somelhing. In fact In thut way they will realise thllt
we uctuully exisl and eventuslly trost us, Because I think we need to find
thut trust and by earning thut truslls 10show them thllt we can aClually do
anything Ihut we put our minds to, Jr we put our minds to palnllng etc, we
can do il. So Ifyou come with you problem And we are wl/llnalo help you.
it can be done. Where there isuwill,lhere Is a way.
I)artklpant 7 And I think thai when we Iry 10 do somethlng, we should stop having our
own expeetatlons AS It was raised. we should stop, but what If they 5lly Ihls.
Because we should know thut we will never ever know Ihe fUlure, we
wouldn't know Iheir Inilial reacilons and you do something. we SCi our
minds to it. When It shows that you are serious about somelhina. people
will lake your seriously.
I)artlclpant 4 I think that 10 be successful you have 10 believe so. to put your minds to it,
you can do it. So maybe aftertheAIDS we will be more acknowledge, just
give it a chance and see what happens.
Participant 7 I think first we can sctually, first develop arelalionship with Ihe school. So
you cant accept them 10 acknowledge us now. I mean. saying I am
qualified to Ibis and that, so jo. IruSI me. lam not going to trust that person
unless they prove themselves. We need to prove ourselves arustworthy and
they willarust us. Even if it is next year.
Participant 5 In believing inourselves, we can actually achieve a lot and challenge them
more, their expectation of the school. set a new trend you know. Jo. stand
out.
Participant 7 I think the most posilive thingthat we done are that we did sinned. Doesn't
mailer how long it takes 10 make lhe difference. the bonom line Is that we
did sian peergroup counseling andthat Is avery big step. It Isthe first thing
that happened in •••U and we started It and that already Is • very aood
thing. a positive thing.
And just a closing stalernent on the t·shlns. I think it Is II brilliant Idea. If
yOu lOt t-!llIrts orsweaten then we have. like lhe rnatric lackets. everyone
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knows that this is a matric jllCket. it is I constant reminder thltthey are a
separate group. If we get sweaters in the school ••• 14 peer group
counseling. that isjust perfect. I think that is one thing that isjusIgoing to
stand out.
Partlc:lpant 2 Laughing. Mumbling of the group.
Researcher Anyone else Ihal wants to say a hUl few things?
Participant 6 I think a. 10 get this idea running aboul Ihe sweaters, it is (laughing). yes
Miss. ok. leI me rephrase, Ihis thing running of the sweaters for the peer
counselors. uhm, we can maybe contribute an amount. I am nOI saying
what, JUIIIO gel this Ihing going.
All the Laughing
participants
Participant 8 I think thaI this can be a good thing, you coming here and inlervlewlng us.
Because it gave us a change 10 aClually re-evaluate ourselvesand how are
really impacling people out there. maybe we should change the way that we
do things every Wednesday and ja
Participant S You really did change our mindsets because to us peer counseling WllS just
about counseling you know. just orrering. We realise that wecan actually
do more. There ismore to peercounsellaa
Participant 6 In a way. in a way asa peer counselor before. I use to just think that a peer
counselor was bener than any average person. This kind of like brought me
down and make me realise that I may have more skills than othen. but I
should just learn to interact with everyone. just be like everyone. Therefore
everyone thatwould come to me. approach me. eventually trust me because
they would think that I am oneof them.
Participant 4 I think peer counseling is also about giving a little bit of yourself toanother
person.
Participant7 I feel like that 10.
Participant S I think we actually move. taken a slep forward in our minds. Ilhink from
now on it will bemore positive.
Participant 7 And I think it is the way now we look. how 10 tackle thinp because before
we decided weare going to do somclhlng like Ihill • but what will lhe people
think. I think now we have actually come 10 the point that we realise that.
we want to help lhe people. bUI lhepeople have 10 want 10help themselves
firsl.
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Participant 10 Sometimes il was dry, il was pale, iI wasn't fresh. We needed a fresh
outlook on how 10go about lackling Ihings. And this is exaclly what we
achieved today. Afresh outlook.
Participant 7 In addition 10 Ihis, ••• 1;) college didn'l have Mything. finl Ihey go to
chapel: eventually we are doing Ihis, blah blah blah, and end of iI. You
never hear aboullhal ever again. So, Ifwe were to do Ihlngs like cleaning
the river, doing somelhing big, somelhlng Ihey would nonceeach and every
day. h is actually II different way oflackling them; you dcn't really have to
speak to them, 10 get Ihe message across. You can aclually just do
something and thelr, how II impacls them, is how it is going 10 give u
positive approach on peercounselors.
Participant 9 11 Is a 101 like those therapy sessions you know, you are crying, jusl walch
yourself son OUI your own problems.
Laughing.
Partlclpan~ 4 Coming back 10 Ihis, this is my lalil comment. Maybe after the AIDS we
can use some of ihe money we raised 10 ok, some of Ihal Is going 10 some
AIDS village. BUI some of Ihe money we can use for the river, but l will be
supervising you. (Laughing)
I have a sickness, Ican't work there.
Participant 5 I think that basically what we have summed up today is Ihal by having this
positive attitude we can change what, needs 10 be changed Ihal needs to be
brought across.
Researcher Anyone else?
Participant 2 So, I don't know, are we actually going 10have people thai Isgoing 10have
meetings wilh ihe principal and. Ja we can do that. We can present luo the
people thai are going 10 be on theSRC. Talk 10 them and tell them thai it is
in the student's best Interest to have a peer counselor in theSRC, you can't
represent students withour a person from us.
Participant 4 Yes, we have10know what is happening In our school so Ihalln order for
our functions not to clash. And as wellsel help from SRC.
Participant 2 In a way we don': seem like opposing Ihe SRC and whatever. Ills noc like a
competitlon, who can be seen Ihe mosl? Who can have whatever lhe most?
h Is just • ••16 as a whole and we jusl end up beingone unil ralher Ihan the
smalllinle orRanlsallon.,. which Isall privale. Jo. thank you.
Participant 9 Ok, Roina back 10 lhe remark Ihal I made before. U'YinR 10 succeed in
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believing inourselves and doing Whlll we believe in. we rare going 10 finally
make the difference.
Participant 4 Ok people. lhank you for lislening 10 me and hearing your apprecialion.
(Loughing)
Participant 2 Whalever we want to do. like lhe AIDS week. lhey should also come in lhe
Wednesday.
Researcher Thank you guys for your lnpur,
.''':I.D NOlf.S
OBSERVAIIONAL NOTfo:8
The learners at this partlcular school were very friendly ond polite. The participants were
very eager toshare their experiences with the researcher, There wos no need to sct IrouP
rules lL~ 011 the purlicipwlts showed respect and tolerance towards each other. The
participants seemed very confident and comfonable durin,the interviews. They seemed
to have a lot of information to shore with the resesreher, One participant did not
participate at all during the interview no mailer how many allempts the researcher mode
to get the participant involved.One can only wonder why.
The sessions lasted for between 40 and 60 minutes. As the Interviews took place after
school. there was no noise or disturbances from other learners at the school.
THEORETICAL NOTES
It was obvious from the interviews that the participants fell frustrated and Insecure
because other learners have not made use of their services. The participants were
dedicated to being effective peer counselors. this view point is derived by the factlhat
they were punctual and all auended the interview session.
METIIODOLOGICAL NOTE
I needed to remind myself to listen actively 50 that I could track any commentsorIdeas
that would allow the participants to expand on ideas relatin, to peercounselin,. I had to
remind myself that I needed to be quiet and simply just listen to what the participants
have tosay without me oddinl my opinions. I tried toclarify and probe in oroCr to setas
much information from the participants a., pos.,lble.
I had 10 remind myself not to ask lUly leading questlons and to remain neulnlllhrouJhout
lhe process In order to facilitale Ihe lntervlews effealvely.
PERSONAl. NOTES
During ihe Inlerviews I found h dlrncult to change my role from lhot of an educalor to
that of a researcher, It WILli dlrncuh nOl to express my views and opinions on whal was
said. BUl more importontly I WIl.. very temped to reassure and offer the plU'dclplUllS
advice. The Inlervlews len me feeling recharged and olive. Thi5 WILIl the one aspeCl of
this research Ihallenjoyed most II helped to pUl everylhlng into perspective for me.
APPENDIX C
Protocol for the Indfptndfnt todfr
PROTOCOL FOR INDEPENDENT CODER
Tesch's steps of descriptive analysis of open coding an Creswell. 1994:154) WIlS
discussed with the independent coder, who WllS familiar with this process for analyzlns
data offocus group transcripuons and field notes. The (ollowlng process was adhered to:
I. Read through 011 the transcriptions of the focus group interviews and the field
notes to get a sense of the story line.
2. Pick Ihe most interesting and shortest document from the pack. Ask yourself.
"Whal Is this about?" Wrile down thoughts you might have about the underlying
meaning and write it down In the margin. Repeat this process with all the
generated data.
3. Make a list of all topics. Cluster together similar topics. Formulatc columns with
major topics, unique topics and leftovers.
4. Take this list and go back 10 your data. Use codes next to the appropriate sections
ofthe text.
S. Use the most descriptive wording for your topics and then divided into categories
11.\ well as sub-categories.
6. Write the codes in alphabetical order after making a final decision on the
abbreviation foreach category.
7. Perform a preliminary analysis after categorizing the data material. which belongs
together.
.
Consensual conversations were scheduled and dates were set.
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